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This catalogue includes ail the publications, including 
periodicals, issued during the year by the institutions of 
the European Communities. Publications of which English 
versions have been issued are only listed in that language; 
otherwise another version, but only one, is included, in the 










Where other language versions also exist, cross-refer-
ences are provided by means of a code (those codes 
should not be used for ordering purposes): 
e.g. IT 80-247, appearing within an entry, means that the 
Italian version is described in the Italian catalogue for 
1980 at sequence number 247. Sequence numbers are 
printed consecutively on the left hand side of full entries in 
the classified list. 
Arrangement 
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as follows : 
Part I — The classif ied list provides a subject classifica-
tion of the titles included under 20 headings each divided 
into subheadings (see below). 
Under each subheading, monographs and series are listed 
first in alphabetical order; there then follows a similar list 
of periodical titles. 
Full entries for monographs and series appear only once; 
otherwise cross-references are given to the full entries 
identifying them by the sequence numbers already des-
cribed. Periodical titles only appear in the classified 
list as cross-reference entries, full entries being found in 
Part II. 
Part II — The l ist of periodicals presents full details of 
each current Community periodical, listed alphabetically. 
Part II I — The indexes of titles and series provide 
alphabetical keys to the monographs and series included 
in Part I, identifying them by the sequence numbers 
already mentioned. 
How to obtain publications. Publications may be priced 
for sale, gratis, or of limited distribution. Those of the last 
two classes may be obtained from the issuing institutions, 
or, where they are published by the Information Offices of 
the Commission, from those Offices, whose addresses are 
given in the lists on pp. 5 and 7. Publications of limited 
distribution are however generally only for the attention of 
governments of Member States, Community departments 
and other authorities concerned. 
Orders for priced publications should be directed to the 
Sales Offices listed on the last page. 
All orders should quote the full t it le, as well as the ISBN 
or ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in the 
catalogue. 
Abbreviations and conventional signs. The text lan-












A string of such symbols separated by diagonal strokes 
denotes a publication in which different language versions 
of the same text appear under one cover. 
The abbreviation 'mult i ' indicates a publication wi th a 
mixed multil ingual text. 
Prices, which exclude any value-added tax which may be 
chargeable, are fixed in various currencies, using the fol-
lowing abbreviations : 
BFR Belgian franc 
DKR Danish crown 
DM German mark 
DR Greek drachma 
ESC Portuguese escudo 
FF French franc 
HFL Dutch guilder 
IRL Irish pound 
LIT Italian lira 
PTA Spanish peseta 
UKL Pound sterling 
USD US dollar 
Headings 
01 General, political and in-
stitutional matters 
0110 General 
0120 European integration - Eu-
ropean union - Enlargement 
0130 Institution matters 
02 Customs union 
03 Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries 
0310 General 
0 3 2 0 Animals and animal prod-
ucts 
0 3 3 0 Crops 
0340 Forestry 
0350 Fisheries 
0360 European Agricultural Guid-
ance and Guarantee Fund 
0370 Agricultural research 
04 Law 
0410 General Community law 
0 4 2 0 Treaties, agreements, con-
ventions 
0430 Commercial law - Right of 
establishment 
0440 Taxation law 
0450 Social law 
0460 Approximation of legisla-
tion 
0490 Miscellaneous 
05 Social affairs 
0 5 1 0 General 
0520 Social Fund 
0530 Living and working condi-
tions - labour law 
0540 Health and safety 
0550 Labour market and employ-
ment 
0560 Vocational training and fur-
ther education 
0570 Social security 
06 Tertiary sector 
0610 Insurance and banking 
0620 Professions 





0820 Concentration of undertak-
ings and restrictive prac-
tices 
09 Taxation 
0 9 1 0 General 
0 9 2 0 Direct taxation 
0 9 3 0 Indirect taxation 
0940 Other taxes 
10 Economic affairs 
1010 General 
1020 Economic policy 
1030 Economic trends 
1040 Balance of payments, ex-
change rates and support 
mechanisms 
1050 Currency and credit 
11 External relations 
1110 General 
1120 Multilateral relations and 
international organizations 
1130 Development and cooper-
ation 
1 140 Foreign trade 
12 Energy 
1210 General 
1220 Energy saving 
1230 Coal and hydrocarbons 
1240 Electricity and nuclear 
energy 




1 320 Industrial policy and sector-
al measures 
1330 Industrial technology 
14 Regional policy 
1410 General 
1420 Regional development fund 
1430 Regional development 
15 Environment and consu-
mer affairs 
1510 Environment 
1520 Consumer affairs 
16 Scientific and technical 
research 
1610 Energy 
1620 Medicine and biological 
sciences 
1630 Chemistry, physics, nuclear 
sciences 
1640 Safety at work 
1650 Industrial technical re-
search 
1660 Agricultural research 
1670 Information management 
1690 Miscellaneous 





1810 General statistics 
1820 National accounts, finance 
and balance of payments 
1830 Population and social con-
ditions 
1840 Industry and services 
1850 Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries 
1860 Foreign trade 
1890 Miscellaneous 
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L - 2 9 2 0 Luxembourg 
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Rue Ravenstein 2, Β - 1000 Bruxelles 
Tél.: 512 39 2 0 
RADET FOR DE EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABER ­ RAT DER 
EUROPÄISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ­ ΣΥΜΒΟΥΛΙΟ ΤΩΝ 
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L - 2 9 5 0 Luxembourg 
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COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES ­ COMMISSIONE DELLE 
COMUNITÀ EUROPEE ­ COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GE­
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Rue de la Loi 200 . 
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Β - 1049 Bruxelles 
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CORTE DEI CONTI DELLE COMUNITÀ EUROPEE ­ DE REKEN­
KAMER VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
29, rue Aldringen 
L - 2 0 1 0 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4 7 7 3 - 1 
DOMSTOLEN FOR DE EUROPÆISKE FÆLLESSKABER ­ GE­
RICHTSHOF DER EUROPÄISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ­
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JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COUR DE JUS­
TICE DES COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES - CORTE DI GIUS-
TIZIA DELLE COMUNITÀ EUROPEE - HOF VAN JUSTITIE VAN 
DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
Service intérieur 
L 2 9 2 0 Luxembourg 
Tél.: 4 76 21 
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related edition reference 
in the French catalogue 
catalogue number -
404 NIMEXE 1979: Analytical tables of foreign trade Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n A 01 -24 Live animals and animal and vegetatile products, lats 
and oils, foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco - χνιι. 620p.. xix-xlii: 
30cm: softcover: 1670g: IDA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
— CA-NC-80-001-7A-C 
ISBN 92-825 1815-9 set: ECU 393.75. 
BFR 15750. IRL 261. UKL 233. USD 497 
ISBN 92-825-1802-7: volume: ECU 50. BFR 2000. IRL 33.20. 
UKL 29.60. USD 63 
397 NIMEXE 1 979: Tableaux analytiques du commerce 
extérieur - Office statistique des Communautés européennes 
[Commerce extérieur (couverture rougel - Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
n.A 01-24 Animaux vivants et produits des règnes animal ou 
végétal, graisses et huiles, aliments, boissons et tabacs - xvii, 
620p.. xix-xln: 30cm: broché; 1670g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
EN80-4O4 
CA-NC-80-001-7A-C ISBN 92-825-1815-9: ensemble: 
Écu 393.75. BFR 15750. FF 2266 









ISBN number + 
prices of the set 
ISBN number + 
prices of the volume 
Classified list 
1 General, polit ical and inst i tut ional matters 
1980-1981 -xli i , 617pp.: 25 χ 17cm: softcover: 1200g:(ENI 
DA:81-5 . DE:81-5. FR:81-9. IT:81 - 9 . NL:81-5 
AX-30-80-972-EN-C ISBN 92-823-0037-4: ECU 12, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.50, UKL 6.50, USD 15. 
110 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Ad ordem jurídica comunitária 58 
Basic statistics of the Community: Comparison with some 
European countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR: 
19,1981 300 
Collection of the Agreements concluded by the European 
Communities 1 978 - Council of the European Communities: 
Commission of the European Communities 
n.8 (Parts I and III - 3498pp.: 17cm: hardcover: 1700g: Annual 
supplement (EN) 
DA:81-19 . DE:81-15. FR:81 - 19. IT:81 - 18. NL:81-17 
RX-28-79-100-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0059-X 
ISBN 92-825-2035-8: ECU 79,20, BFR 3300, IRL 55, UKL 43, 
USD 94. 
Conclusions of the European Council on the Report on 
European Institutions - Council of the European Communities -
9pp.: 21cm: stapled: 40g: Conclusions on the Report from the 
'Three Wise Men' (EN) 
DA:81-8 . DE:81 - 16. FR:81-4. IT .81-4 . NL:81-1 
BX-32-81-051-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0065-4: ECU 1.25, 
BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75. USD 1.75. 
Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes: 1er novembre 1981 - Direction générale Relations 
extérieures: Commission des Communautés européennes 
1981 - 190p.: 21cm: broché: 260g: (FR) 
CB-32-81-900-FR-C ISBN 92-825-2596-1: ECU 4.35, 
BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 5. 
Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes: 15 juin 1981 - Direction générale Relations 
extérieures: Commission des Communautés européennes 
1981 - 195p.: 21cm: broché: 260g: (FR) 
CB-32-81-285-FR-C ISBN 92-825-2438-8: BFR 180, IRL 3, 
UKL 2.40, USD 5. 
The Court of Justice of the European Communities: second 
edition - 47pp., 4tab., 3ill.: 23cm: stapled: 90g: (EN) [European 
documentation: 8 1 / 1 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-7 . DE:81-8 . FR:81-7. IT :81-7 . NL:81-9 
CB-NC-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2140-0: ECU 0,98, 
BFR 40. IRL 0.65. UKL 0.65, USD 1.30. 
Directory of the Commission of the European Communities: 
October 1980 - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Personnel and Administration - 106pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 215g: (EN) 
D A : 8 1 - 1 1 . DE:81-10 . FR:81-14. IT:81 - 14. NL:81-11 
CB-30-80-900-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2029-3: ECU 2, BFR 80, 
IRL 1.35. UKL 1.25, USD 3. 
Economic and Social Committee: Annual Report 1 980 -
Economic and Social Committee 
1980-88pp.. 3graphs: 21cm: softcover: 150g:(ENI 
0A:81 -16 . DE:81-20 . FR:81-2. I T : 8 1 - 1 . NL:81-4 
EX-31-80-295-EN-C ISBN 92-830-0028-5: free of charge. 
Europe today: State of European Integration - European 
Parliament 
9 The European Community: A few facts: Audio-visual 
information brief: Group leader's guide: second edition -
Directorate-General for Information: Commission of the European 
Communities- 24pp.: 30cm: ringbinder: 175g: (EN) 
DE:81 - 7 . FR:81 - 15. IT:81 - 15 
CC-30-80-560-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1972-4: ECU 4,33, 
BFR 175, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 5.60. 
10 The European Community: what is it all about? - Commission 
of the European Communities - 23pp.: 20 χ 21cm: stapled: 50g: 
(EN) 
DA:81-3 . DE:81-6. FR:81-3. GR:81-3. IT :81-3 . NL:81-8 
CB-31-80-061-EN-C : free of charge. 
11 Fourteenth General Report on the Activities of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
1980 - 360pp.: 23cm: softcover: 600g: (EN) 
DA:81 -10 . DE:81-19. FR:81-17. GR:81 -1 . IT:81 - 17. NL:81 - 15 
CB-31-80-102-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2197-4: ECU 5,45, 
BFR 225, IRL 3.80, UKL 3, USD 7. 
12 Index 1975: Bulletin of the European Communities and Ninth 
General Report - Commission of the European Communities 
1975 - vi, 114pp.: 25cm: softcover: 250g: (EN) 
DA:81-12 . DE:81-12. IT:81 - 10. NL:81 - 18 
CB-25-78-752-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1451-X: ECU 7,50, 
BFR 300, IRL 5, UKL 4.45, USD 9.50. 
13 Index 1976: Bulletin of the European Communities and 
Tenth General Report - Commission of the European 
Communities 
1976 - v, 99pp.: 25cm: softcover: 200g: (EN) 
DA:81-13 . DE:81 - 13. FR:81-11 . IT :81 -11 . NL:81-19 
CB-25-78-760-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1994-5: ECU 7,50, 
BFR 300, IRL 5, UKL 4.40. USD 10.50. 
14 Index 1977: Bulletin of the European Communities and 
Eleventh General Report - Commission of the European 
Communities 
1977-v , 88pp.: 25cm: softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:81-14. DE:81 - 14. FR:81-12. IT:81 - 12. NL:81 -20 
CB-25-78-776-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2001-3: ECU 7,20, 
BFR 300, IRL 5, UKL 4.40, USD 10.50. 
15 The Old World and the new technologies: Challenges to 
Europe in a hostile world - Godet, M.: Ruyssen, O. - 148p.: 
25cm: softcover: 310g: (EN) [European perspectives - Commission 
of the European Communities] 
CB-30-80-116-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1726-8: ECU 3,70, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.60, UKL 2.60, USD 5. 
16 Programme of the Commission - Commission of the European 
Communities 
1981 -45pp.: 23cm: stapled: 100g: (ENI 
DA:81-15. DE:81 - 1 1 . FR:81-16. GR:81-6. IT:81 - 16. NL:81 - 13 
CB-31-80-110-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2226-1: ECU 0,97, 
BFR 40. IRL 0.67, UKL 0.50, USD 1.30. 
17 Report from the Commission of the European Communities 
to the Council pursuant to the mandate of 30 May 1980 -
23pp.: 25cm: stapled: 60g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European 
Communities : Supplement: 8 1 / 1 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DA:81-4 . D E : 8 1 - 1 . FR:81-18. GR:81-2. IT:81 - 19. NL:81 - 18 
CB-NF-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2501-5: ECU 1, BFR 40, 
IRL 0.65, UKL 0.60, USD 1.40. 
10 
18 Steps to European unity: Community progress to date, a 
chronology: second edition - Commission of the European 
Communities- 70pp., 23111.: 23cm: softcover: 160g: (EN) 
DA:81-6. DE:81-4. FR:81-8. GR:81-5. IT:81-8. NL:81-6 
CB-31-80-077-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2129-X: ECU 1,45, 
BFR 60, IRL 1, UKL 0.80, USD 2. 
19 Synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities in 1980 - Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
1980 - 87pp.: 25cm: stapled: 200g: (EN) 
DA:81-18. DE:81 - 18. FR:81 - 1. IT:81-2. NL:81 - 12 
DX-32-81-221-EN-C ISBN 92-829-0045-2: free of charge. 
20 Syvogtyvende oversigt over Rådets virksomhed - Rådet for 
De europæiske Fællesskaber: Generalsekretariat 
1979 -257s. : 21cm: blødt bind: 350g: (DA) 
BX-30-80-310-DA-C ISBN 92-824-0050-6: ECU 6,25, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.15, UKL 3.75, USD 8.90. 
Βασικέ? στατιστικές της Κοινότητος: Σνγκρίσεις μέ ορισμένες 
Ευρωπαϊκές χώρες, μέ τον Kacaá«, TIS Ηνωμένες Πολιτ«« της 
' λ μερικής, την 'Ισπανία καί τή Σοβιετική Ενωση: 18,1980 
302 
21 Οικονομική καί Κοινωνική ' Επιτροπή - Οικονομική καί Κοινωνική 
'Επιτροπή- 140σ.: 21cm: άδετο: 200g.: (GR) 
δωρεάν. 
PERIODICALS 
30 jours d'Europe. 
Avrupa. 
Background Report. 
Berichte und Informationen. 
Bulletin of the European Communities. 
Committee Reports of the European Parliament. 
Communauté européenne: Lettre d'information du Bureau de 
Genève. 
Communauté Européenne Informations. 
Community file: Current activities of the institutions of the European 
Communities summarised for the information of Member State 
Embassies in South and South-East Asia. 
Comunidad europea. 
Comunidades Europeias: Informação. 
Comunità europee. 
Debates of the European Parliament. 
Dokumente und Publikationen. 
Echos de l'Europe. 







Europa-Informationen für die Jugendpresse. 
Europa van morgen. 





Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe". 
Information on the Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
Informazioni. 
Informazioni documenti. 
Informazioni rassegna periodica. 
Officiai Journal of the European Communities, series C: Information 
and Notices. 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: Legislation. 
Points de repère: supplément à 30 jours d'Europe. 
Press Release. 
The week in Europe. 
Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα, 
1 20 European integration - European union 
- Enlargement 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
22 European economic and monetary union: second edition -
39pp., 9ΊΙΙ.: 23cm: stapled: 90g: (EN) (European documentation: 
81/4 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-22. DE:81-23. FR:81-23. GR:81-22. IT:81-22. NL:81-22 
CB-NC-81-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2589-9: ECU 0,98, 
BFR 40, IRL 0.65, UKL 0.65, USD 1.30. 
23 European Union: Annual reports for 1980 - 18pp.: 25cm: 
stapled: 60g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European Communities : 
Supplement: 80/4 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-23. DE:81-22. FR:81 - 24. IT:81 - 23. NL:81-23 
CB-NF-80-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2257-1 : ECU 0,98, 
BFR 40, IRL 0.70, UKL 0.62, USD 1.40. 
24 University studies on European integration: 11-1980 - Centre 
d'Etudes européennes - Université catholique de Louvain: 
Commission of the European Communities - xiv, 353pp.: 27cm: 
softcover: 900g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81 -22 
CC-30-80-003-2A-C ISBN 92-825-1986-4: ECU 19,33, 
BFR 800, IRL 13.30, UKL 10.60. USD 25. 
130 Institution matters 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
25 Council and Commission committees - 24pp.: 25cm: stapled: 
65g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European Communities : Supplement: 
80/2 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-29. OE:81-25. FR:81-27. IT:81-27. NL:81-26 
CB-NF-80-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2160-5: ECU 1, BFR 40, 
IRL 0.70, UKL 0.62, USD 1.40. 
Economic and Social Committee: Annual Report 1 980: 
1980 7 
26 The European Community's budget: third edition - 54pp., 
19tab., 4ÌII.: 23cm: stapled: 105g: (EN) [European documentation: 
8 1 / 5 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-25. DE:81-29. FR:81-26. IT:81-26. NL:81-25 
CB-NC-81-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2607-0: free of charge. 
27 European Investment Bank: Annual Report 1 980 - European 
Investment Bank 
1981 - 100pp.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: (EN) 
DA:81-26. DE:81 - 27. FR:81-25. GR:81-26. IT:81-25. NL:81-27 
ISBN 92-861-0036-1: free of charge. 
28 The finances of Europe - Strasser, D. - xx, 422pp.; num.tab., 
2maps: 25cm: softcover: 925g: (EN) [European perspectives -
Commission of the European Communities] 
CB-30-80-980-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2072-2: ECU 12,75, 
BFR 525, IRL 8.75, UKL 7, USD 17. 
11 
Financial report: European Coal and Steel Community: 
1979 88 
29 Loans and guarantees in the Member Countries of the 
European Community - European Investment Bank - 24pp.: 
21cm: stapled: 50g: (EN) 
DA:81-28. DE:81-26. FR:81-29. GR:81-25. IT:81 - 29. NL:81-29 
ISBN 92-861 -0028-0: free of charge. 
PERIODICALS 
Europe today: State of European Integration: 1 980­1981 8 
Customs union 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
30 Classement des produits chimiques dans le tarif douanier 
des Communautés européennes - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
nJV: Répertoire alphabétique, version française - ix, 305p.: 30cm: 
broché: 780g: Les dénominations chimiques reprises permettront 
l'accès à la banque de données chimiques de la Communauté 
européenne (ECDIN). (FR) 
CB-32-81-091-FR-C ISBN 92-825-2359-4: volume: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400: volume IV 
ISBN 92-825-241 7-5: ensemble: ECU 72, BFR 3000: volumes I 
à VII (Les trois tomes du volume VII (multi-lingue) ne sont vendus 
qu'avec un ou plusieurs autres volumes. 
31 Classification of chemicals in the customs tariff of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
n.lll: Alphabetical list (in English) - ix, 296pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
780g: The chemical names listed may be used to gain access to the 
EC Data and Information Network (ECDIN) (EN) 
CB-32-81-091-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2358-6: volume: 
ECU 9,60, BFR 400, IRL 6.70, UKL 5.25, USD 11.50: Volume 
III 
ISBN 92-825-2417-5: set: ECU 72, BFR 3000, IRL 50, 
UKL 39.20, USD 85.25: Volumes I to VII (The three parts of 
Volume VII (multi-lingual version) are not available separately and 
can only be purchased with one or more other volumes). 
32 Classification of chemicals in the customs tariff of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
n.VII, A, B, C: List in six languages - 1426p.: 30cm: softcover: 
3700g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-38. 0E:81-38. FR:81 - 3 1 . IT:81-33. NU81-35 
CB-84-81-001-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2365-9: set: ECU 36,30, 
BFR 1500, IRL 25.20, UKL 19.50, USD 4 1 : 1 unilingualand 1 
multilingual version (the three parts of Volume VII are not available 
separately and can only be purchased with one or more other 
volumes). 
33 Classificazione dei prodotti chimici nella tariffa doganale 
delle Comunità europee - Commissione delle Comunità europee 
n.V: Repertorio alfabetico, versione italiana - ix, 295pag.: 30cm: 
brossura: 780g: Le denominazioni chimiche utilizzate permetteranno 
l'accesso alla banca di dati chimici della Comunità europea (ECDIN). 
(IT) 
CB-32-81-091-IT-C ISBN 92-825-2360-8: volume: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400: Volume V 
ISBN 92-825-2417-5: bozza: ECU 72, BFR 3000: Volumila VII 
(Le tre parti del volume VII (multilingue) sono vendute soltanto 
unitamente ad uno o più altri volumi).. 
34 The Customs Union of the European Economie Community -
Vaulont, N. - 89pp.: 25cm: softcover: 210g: Preface byEtienne 
Davignon (EN) [European perspectives - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
DA:81-34. DE:81-40. GR:81-31. NL:81-33 
CB-30-80-205-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1914-7: ECU 3,70, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2.60, USD 5. 
35 Indeling van chemische produkten in het douanetarief van de 
Europese Gemeenschappen - Commissie van de Europese 
Gemeenschappen 
n.Vl: Alfabetische lijst, Nederlandse versie - xi, 288blz.: 30cm: 
gebrocheerd: 780g: De chemische benamingen kunnen gebruikt 
worden om toegang te krijgen tot de databank van chemische 
produkten van de Europese Gemeenschappen (ECDIN). (NL) 
CB-32-81-091-NL-C ISBN 92-825-2361-6: deel: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400: Deel VI 
ISBN 92-825-2417-5: geheel: ECU 72, BFR 3000: Delen I tot VII 
(De drie afleveringen van deel VII worden slechts samen met een of 
meer andere delen verkocht). 
36 Notes explicatives du Tarif douanier des Communautés 
européennes: 17e mise à jour (1.1.1981 ) - Commission des 
Communautés européennes - 54p.: 30cm: feuillets mobiles: 140g: 
(FR) 
DE:81-33. IT:81-37. NL:81-40 
CB-31-80-150-FR-C : ECU 3, BFR 125. 
37 Practical Guide to the Use of the European Communities' 
Scheme of Generalized Tariff Preferences: 1 May 1981 -
Commission of the European Communities - 354pp.: 30 χ 21 cm: 
softcover: 910g: (EN) 
DE:81 - 3 5 . FR:81 - 3 6 
CB-32-81-123-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2380-2: ECU 16,80, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.70, UKL 9.20, USD 20. 
38 Tarifering af kemiske produkter i toldtariffen for De 
europæiske Fællesskaber - Kommissionen for De europæiske 
Fællesskaber 
n.l: Alfabetisk fortegnelse på dansk - ix, 286s.: 30cm: blødt bind: 
780g: Disse benaevelser kan anvendes som sådan for at få adgang 
til De Europæiske Fællesskabers kemiske Databank (ECDIN). (DA) 
CB-32-81-091-DA-C ISBN 92-825-2356-X: bind: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400: Bind I 
ISBN 92-825-2417-5: sats: ECU 72, BFR 3000: Bind I til VII (De 
tre dele af bind VII (flersproget eksemplar) sælges kun sammen med 
et eller flere andre bind).. 
39 Tariff classifications: 3rd amending supplement (1.1.1980) -
Commission of the European Communities - 154pp.: 30cm: loose 
leaf: 380g: (EN) 
DA:81-39. DE:81-39. FR:81-32. IT:81-34. NL:81-3B 
CB-29-79-061-EN-C : ECU 6,25, BFR 250, IRL 4.20, 
UKL 3.60, USD 9. 
40 Tarifierung chemischer Erzeugnisse im Zolltarif der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften - Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften 
n.ll: Alphabetisches Verzeichnis, deutsche Fassung - xi, 290S.: 
30cm: broschiert: 780g: Die chemischen Bezeichnungen 
ermöglichen den Zugang zur chemischen Datenbank der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften (ECDIN). (DE) 
CB-32-81-091-DE-C ISBN 92-825-2357-8: Band: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400: Bandii 
ISBN 92-825-2417-5: Satz: ECU 72, BFR 3000: Bände 1 bis VII 
(Die drei Teile des Bandes VII (mehrsprachige Fassung) können nur 
zusammen mit einem oder mehreren Bänden gekauñ werden). 
41 Ή Τελωνειακή 'Ένωση -σ. 33: 5 ώ . ; 23cm: συρραμμένο: 65g: 
(GR) [ΣΎρωμαϊκκα κείμενα: 80/4 - 'Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών 
Κοινοτήτων] 
CB-NC-80-004-GR-C ISBN 92-825-2328-4: ECU 0,98, 
BFR 40. 
12 
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
310 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
42 Agricultural price statistics 1 969-1979 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries {green 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1980 - xxix, 176p., 74ill.: 30cm: softcover: 540g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:81-42. FR:81-47. IT:81-47 
CA-28-79-005-4A-C ISBN 92-825-1936-8: ECU 12,50, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.40, UKL 7.50, USD 17.60. 
Agricultural price statistics 1969-1 980: 1 981 325 
The Agricultural Situation in the Community: 1 980 Report -
Commission of the European Communities 
1980-402pp. , 14graphs, 242tab.: 25cm: softcover: 750g: (EN) 
DA-.81-47. DE:81-46. FR:81-46. IT:81-46. NU81-48 
CB-31-80-021-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2111-7: ECU 20, 
BFR 800, IRL 1 3.50, UKL 11, USD 25.60. 
Bibliographie sur les politiques de structures agricoles 369 
EC agricultural price indices (output and input) 1973-1980: 
1981 326 
Economic accounts - Agriculture, forestry: 1 981 
Les facteurs qui influencent la propriété, l'affermage, la 
mobilité et l'utilisation des terres agricoles en France -
Direction générale Agriculture - 250p.: 30cm: broché: 670g: (FR) 
[Informations sur l'agriculture: 76 - Commission des Communautés 
européennes] 
CB-NA-80-076-FR-C ISBN 92-825-2231-8: ECU 4,22, 
BFR 175, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 5,60. 
Factoren die invloed uitoefenen op eigendom, pacht, 
mobiliteit en gebruik van landbouwgrond in België en in 
Luxemburg - Directoraat-generaal Landbouw - 158blz.: 30cm: 
gebrocheerd: 430g: (NL) [Informatie over landbouw: 78 -
Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen] 
CB-NA-81-078-NL-C ISBN 92-825-2594-5: ECU 3,70, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2.20, USD 5.20. 
Factors influencing ownership, tenancy, mobility and use of 
farmland in Denmark - Directorate-General Agriculture - 152pp.: 
30cm: softcover: 380g: (EN) [Information on Agriculture: 73 -
Commission of the European Communities] 
CB-NA-80-073-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2180-X: ECU 3,60, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2, USD 5. 
Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975: n.2 329 
Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975: n.3 330 
Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975: n.4 331 
Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975: n.5 332 
Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975:n.6 333 
Overall accounts on the Community supply situation based on 
grain-equivalents 334 
Reflections on the common agricultural policy - 34pp.: 25cm: 
stapled: 90g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European Communities : 
Supplement: 80/6 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-43. DE:81-48. FR:81-45. IT:81-45. NL81-43 
CB-NF-80-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2311-X: ECU 2, BFR 80, 
IRL 1.40, UKL 1.24. USD 2.80. 
Study on the regional impact of the common agricultural 
policy 113 
A systematic approach to agricultural forecasts 1985 for 
the European Community of nine - Directorate-General 
Agriculture - 194pp.: 30cm: softcover: 500g: (EN) [Information on 
Agriculture: 77 - Commission of the European Communities] 
CB-NA-81-077-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2273-3: ECU 4,20, 
BFR 175, IRL 2.90, UKL 2.30, USD 5.50. 
Yearbook of agricultural statistics 1976-1979: 1981 
PERIODICALS 
EC-agricultural price indices (Output and Input). 
320 Animals and animal products 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
336 
CEC scientific workshop on bovine leucosis 288 
49 Cold storage warehousing in the EEC - Directorate-General 
Agriculture - 36pp.: 30cm: stapled: 120g: (EN) [Information on 
Agriculture: 79 - Commission of the European Communities] 
327 CB-NA-81-079-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2595-3: ECU 1,50, 
BFR 60, IRL 1, UKL 0.90, USD 2.10. 
The cull cow as a beef producer 289 
50 Wassergehalt von gefrorenem oder tiefgefrorenem 
Geflügel: Vergleich der Kontrollmethoden - Generaldirektion 
Landwirtschaft- 166S.: 30cm: broschiert: 450g: (DE) 
[Mitteilungen über Landwirtschaft: 71 - Kommisston der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
CB-NA-79-071-DE-C ISSN 92-825-1682-2: ECU 4,35, 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
51 Economie et problèmes de la production des tabees 
orientaux dans la CE - 336p.: 30cm: broché: 850g: (FR) 
[Informations sur l'agriculture: 72 - Commission das Communautés 
européennes] 
CB-NA-80-072-FR-C ISBN 92-825-1712-8: ECU 6,25, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20, UKL 3.80. USD 8.50. 
52 Potato products: Production and Markets in the European 
Communities - Directorate-General Agriculture - 224pp.: 30cm: 
softcover: 600g: (EN) [Information on Agriculture: 75 -
Commission of the European Communities] 
CB-NA-80-075-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2230-X: ECU 4,30, 
BFR 175, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 5,60. 
Prices of fruit, vegetables and potatoes 1 977-1978: 1 980 
335 
Production de paille de céréales et de tiges de maïs à des fins 
énergétiques: Production photosynthétique de matière 
organique- Groupe E- 1ère Phase 1976-1977 190 
13 
53 Reports of the Scientific Committee for Pesticides -
Directorate-General Agriculture - vi. 69pp.: 23cm: stapled: 150g: 
(EN) [Agriculture - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7581 
DE:8t-51. FR:81-53. IT:81-53 
CD-NK-81-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2701-8: ECU 6.14. 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20, UKL 3.60, USD 6.70. 
54 Προοδευτική εξισορρόπηση της άμπελοοινικής αγοράς: 
ϊίρό-γραμμα οράσεως 1979-1985 καί έκθεση της 'Επιτροπής -
43σ.: 25cm: συρραμμένο: 120g: (GR) [: 78/7 - 'Επιτροπή τώί' 
Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων] 
CB-NF-78-007-GR-C ISBN 92-825-2530-9: ECU 1,82, 
BFR 75. 
Gemeinsame Forschung in Europa: Die koordinierte 
Agrarforschung der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Cherry, Mary -
46S., 1 5111.: 23cm: Klammerheftung: 100g: (DE) [Landwirtschaft -
Generaldirektion Landwirtschaft: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 6720 
DA:81-57. IT:81-57. NL:81-57 
CD-NK-80-001-DE-C ISBN 92-825-1978-3: ECU 2. BFR 85, 
IRL 1.40, UKL 1.30. USD 3. 
Symposium on Nutrition. Food Technology and Nutritional 
Information (London, 19­20 March 1980) 215 
PERIODICALS 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliographie sur l'harmonisation des législations: 
phytosanitaire. des plants et semences, et forestière 3' 
55 Forestry statistics 1 973­1 977 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 143p.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:81-55. DE:81-55. FR:81-55. IT:81 - 55. NL:81-55 
CA-30-80-843-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2045-5: ECU 7,20, 
BFR 300, IRL 5. UKL 4.40, USD 11. 
56 Δασική πολιτική στην Κοινότητα - 55σ.: 25cm: άδετο: 145g: 
(GR) [: 79/3 - 'Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών ΚοίΓΟττ/τωι»] 
CB-NF-79-003-GR-C ISBN 92-825-2383-7: ECU 2,25, 
BFR 90. 
350 Fisheries 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliographie sur le droit de la mer 
Fisheries: Catches by region 1967-1979: 1981 
PERIODICALS 
Fisheries: Quantity and value of landings in the EC. 
365 
328 
370 Agricultural research 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Agricultural measures to reduce radiation doses to men 
caused by severe nuclear accidents 
Anatomical jointing, tissue separation and weight 
recording:EEC standard method for beef 
Combined generation of electricity and heat in the dairy 
industry 




410 General Community law 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
58 Ad ordem jurídica comunitária - Louis, J.V. (Prof): Université 
libre de Bruxelles - 136p.: 25cm: brochado: 300g: (PT) 
[Perspectivas europeias - Comissão das Comunidades europeias] 
GR:81 -59 
CB-28-79-407-PT-C ISBN 92-825-1104-9: ECU 3,70, 
BFR 150. 
59 Community law - Commission of the European Communities 
1980 - 38pp.: 23cm: stapled: 90g: Offprint from the "Fourteenth 
General Report on the Activities of the European Communities" (EN) 
DA:81-60. DE:81-59. FR:81-60. GR:81-60. IT:81-60. NL:81-59 
CB-31-80-255-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2236-9: ECU 1,93, 
BFR 80, IRL 1.35, UKL 1.10, USD 2.50. 
60 Digest of case-law relating to the European Communities -
Court of Justice of the European Communities 
D series: Case-law on the Convention of 27 September 1968 on 
jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and 
commercial matters - Base edition - Loose-leaf: 21cm: 980g: (EN) 
DA:81-62. DE:81-60. FR:81-61. IT:81-62. NL:81-62 
DX-29-79-627-EN-C ISBN 92-829-0033-9: set: Complete 
edition (A to D series) 
ISBN 92-829-0039-8: volume: ECU 49,10, BFR 2000, 
IRL 33.60, UKL 29. USD 54: D series. 
61 The European Community's legal system - 43pp.: 23cm: 
stapled: 90g: (EN) [European documentation: 81/6 - Commission 
of the European Communities] 
DA:81-59. DE:81-61. FR:81-59. GR:81-58. IT:81-59. NL:81-60 
CB-NC-81-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2570-8: free of charge. 
La proprietà intellettuale nel diritto internazionale privato 
298 
Register of current Community legal instruments - All 
Institutions 
n.2, 1980: Chronological index - 79pp.: 30cm: softcover: 230g: 
(EN) 
DA:8I-6I . DE:81-62. FR:81-62. IT:81-61. NL:81-61 
FX-80-79-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1792-6: volume: Volume II 
ISBN 92-825-1798-5: set: ECU 37,50, BFR 1500, IRL 24.80, 
UKL 24.80, USD 52: Price for Volumes I and II inclusive. 
PERIODICALS 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: Legislation. 
14 
Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice. 460 Approximat ion of legislation 
420 Treat ies, agreements, conventions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Collection of the Agreements concluded by the European 
Communities 1 978: n.8 {Parts I and II) 1 
63 COST: European Co­operation in the Field of Scientific and 
Technical Research - Council of the European Communities -
Bruxelles- Brussel- 77p.: 21cm: softcover: 120g: (EN) 
DE:81-63. FR:81 -63 
free of charge. 
Second ACP­EEC Convention of Lome (signed on 31 October 
1979). Rules of Procedure of the Council of Ministers: Rules 
of Procedure of the Committee of Ambassadors 93 
430 Commercial law - Right of 
establ ishment 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
64 Competition Law in the EEC and in the ECSC - Commission of 
the European Communities - 134pp.: 23cm: softcover: 250g: 
Situation at 30 June 1981 (EN) 
DE:81-65. FR:81-65. IT:81-65. NL:81-65 
CB-30-80-576-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2389-6: ECU 4,82, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.40, UKL 2.55, USD 5.30. 
Measures taken in the field of commerce by the Member 
States of the European Communities 81 
New trade­mark system for the Community - 86pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 190g: Proposed Directive and Regulation (EN) [Bulletin 
of the European Communities : Supplement: 80/5 - Commission of 
the European Communities] 
DA:81-65. DE:81-64. FR:81-64. IT:81-64. NL:81-64 
CB-NF-80-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2279-2: ECU 4, BFR 160, 
IRL 2.60, UKL 2.40, USD 5.60. 
440 Taxat ion law 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliographie sur l'harmonisation des législations: 
phytosanitaire, des plants et semences, et forestière 371 
Catalogue of Community legal Acts and other texts relating 
to the Elimination of Technical Barriers to Trade for Induatrial 
Products and Nomenclature for Iron and Steel Products 
(EURONORM): August 1980 - Commission of the European 
Communities: Directorate-General Internal Market and Industrial 
Affairs- 106pp.: 21 χ 30cm: softcover: 300g: (EN) 
DE:81 - 6 7 . FR:81 - 6 7 
CB-31-80-085-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2117-6: ECU 8,40, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.85, UKL 5.10, USD 12.20. 
Le controle des marches de valeurs mobilières dans les Etats 
membres de la Communauté européenne ­ Rapports 
nationaux: partie II: Royaume­Uni, Italie, Luxembourg, 
Pays­Bas ­ Supplément: USA 8 
365 
New trade­mark system for the Community 
PERIODICALS 
Bibliographie sur le droit de la mer 
490 Miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Glossary of the main legal und technical terms used in 
national laws and regulations concerning the building 
sector 293 
PERIODICALS 
Information on the Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
List of laws and regulations adopted in the Member States of the 
Communities in application of acts adopted by the Communities. 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Notes explicatives du Tarif douanier des Communautés 
européennes: 17e mise à jour (1.1.1981 ) 36 
66 Supervision of Securities Markets in the Member States of 
the European Economic Community: Individual country 
studies ­ Part 1 ­ Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, 
Denmark, Ireland, France - Wymeersch, E. (Prof. Dr.) - 255p.: 
25cm: softcover: 470g: (EN) [Studies. Competition:Approximation 
of legislation: 32 - Directorate- General Competition: Commission of 
the European Communities] 
FR:81 -66 
CB-NP-79-032-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1522-2: ECU 6,25, 
BFR 250, IRL 4,20, UKL 3.80, USD 9. 
Social affairs 
510 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliographie sur l'emploi et la politique sociale 366 
Demographic statistics 1979: 1981 312 
Les facteurs qui influencent la propriété, l'affermage, la 
mobilité et l'utilisation des terres agricoles en France 44 
Factoren die invloed uitoefenen op eigendom, pacht, 
mobiliteit en gebruik van landbouwgrond in België en in 
Luxemburg 45 
68 Report on Social Developments - Commission of the European 
Communities 
1980- 184pp.: 23cm: softcover: 340g: (EN) 
15 
DA:81-68. DE:81-68. FR:81-68. IT:81-69. NL81-69 
CB-31-80-134-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2204-0: ECU 7,97, 
BFR 330, IRL 5.50, UKL 4.40, USD 10.40. 
69 The social policy of the European Community: second edition 
-51pp., 10 tab., 6 ill.: 23cm: stapled: 110g: (EN) [European 
documentation: 81/3 - Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-69. FR:81-69. GR:81-68. IT:81-68. NL:81-68 
CB-NC-81-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2411­6: ECU 0,98, 
BFR 40. IRL 0.65, UKL 0.65, USD 1.30. 
Statistical yearbook of transport, communications, tourism 
1978­1979:1981 323 
PERIODICALS 
Women of Europe - Information bulletin. 
530 Living and work ing conditions - labour 
law 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Economic and social position of women in the Community: 
1981 313 
70 Employee information and consultation procedures - 19pp.: 
25cm: stapled: 60g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European Communities : 
Supplement: 80/3 - Commission of the European Communities] 
0A:81-71. DE:81-72. FR:81-70. IT:81-70. NL:81-71 
CB-NF-80-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2217-2: ECU 0.98, 
BFR 40, IRL 0.70, UKL 0.62. 
Integrated development of mountain areas: The alpine 
region 116 
Pensioners in the Community 1 977: 1 981 317 
71 Problemi e prospettive della contrattazione collettiva nei 
paesi membri della Comunità - 202pag.: 25cm: brossura: 370g: 
(IT) [Studi. Politica sociale: 40 - Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] 
DA:81 -72. NL:81 -70 
CB-NN-79-040-IT-C ISBN 92-825-1673-3: ECU 5, BFR 200, 
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Communities - 346p.: 30cm: softcover: 900g: (DE/EN/FR) 
DE:81 - 107. FR:81 - 107 
CB-31-80-336-3A-C ISBN 92-825-2394-2: ECU 12, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.40, UKL 6.55, USD 14.20. 
The conversion of coal into liquid hydrocarbon distillates by 
hydrocracking 264 
ECSC round table meeting 'Coke oven and coke research' 
148 
21 
Entwicklung, Bau und Erprobung von zuverlässigen 
Überwachungsgeräten für Schachtführungseinrichtungen 
266 
Étude des possibilités d'amélioration du traitement final des 
eaux de cokeries dans un second étage biologique 267 
Experimental investigation on coking coal pumpability 
through slurry pipelines: Final technical report 269 
108 Investment in the Community coalmining and iron and steel 
industries: Summary report on the 1 974-80 surveys in the 
nine countries of the Community - Commission of the European 
Communities: European Coal and Steel Community 
1981 - 54pp.: 30cm: softcover: 165g: (EN) 
DA:81-108. DE:81 - 108. FR:81 - 108. IT:81 - 108. NL:81-108 
CB-31-80-053-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2123-0: ECU 3,60, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2, USD 4.30. 
Maschineller Flözstreckenvortrieb 271 
Preheating oven charges to extend the range of coals 
carbonized and to improve coke quality 272 
Production of steam for electricity generation or other uses 
from high-ash coals using fluidised bed combustion 
techniques 274 
Purificazione degli effluenti dei forni da coke: Rapporto 
tecnico 275 
Relationship between properties of coke oven blends and 
coke product 277 
Répartition thermique en hauteur dans les grands fours à 
coke et amélioration de la répartit ion 278 
Solution of coal in supercritical solvents: Investigation of a 
continuous process 279 
Stabilité des fronts et couronnes de charbon: Rapport final 
Télécommunications au fond, télécontrôle, télécommande 
des engins de transport 281 
Thermal stability of metallurgical coke 282 
Udviklingen i erhvervsstrukturerne i de europæiske 
økonomier siden oliekrisen 1973-1978: Europea -
Tilpasningsevnen i søgelyset 91 
Valorisation des charbons à haute teneur en matières 
volatiles 283 
1240 Electricity and nuclear energy 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Comparative steady state and dynamic studies on a large 
PWR fuelled wi th uranium and plutonium 220 
The differential radiological impact of plutonium recycle in the 
light-water reactor fuel cycle: effluent discharges during 
normal operation 226 
Das europäische Programm der kontroll ierten Kernfusion 
229 
A European Atomic Energy Community report: Part I 
¡Comparative risks from electricity generating systems: Part II 
:Risk assessment of energy systems {Final report) 161 
High flux materials testing reactor HFR Petten: 
Characteristics of facilities and standard irradiation devices 
235 
Misure di radioattività ambientale: Ispra 1979 122 
Naßverbrennung plutoniumhaltiger Abfälle. Ergebnisse von 
Arbeiten zur Verfahrensentwicklung und Abtrennung von 
Plutonium aus dem Rückstand 240 
Nuclear data guide for reactor neutron metrology: Part I: 
Activation reactions: Part II: Fission reactions 241 
Operation of nuclear power stations 1980: 1981 322 
Results of environmental measurements in the Member 
States of the European Community for air - deposition - water 
-mi lk 123 
Situation at perspectives de l'utilisation des techniques de 
télémanipulation et d'automatisation pour les opérations 
industrielles en milieu radioactif 245 
Specification of test criteria for containers to be used in the 
air transport of plutonium 246 
Storage of HLW in engineered structures: air-cooled and 
water-cooled concepts 247 
PERIODICALS 
Electrical energy: monthly bulletin. 
Energy statistics: Monthly bulletin a) Coal, b) Hydrocarbons, c) 
Electrical energy. 
Valorisation des steriles. Utilisation de sables nodulaires 
légers de schistes houillers comme matériau de garnissage de 
lit bactérien immergé 284 
Veredlung von Kohle durch Hydrierung: Abschlußbericht 
285 
Zusammenhänge zwischen Rohstoffqualität, 
Veredlungsverhalten und Produktqualität bei der Gewinnung 
von hochwertigen Produkten aus Braunkohle 126 
PERIODICALS 
Coal: monthly bulletin. 
Energy statistics: Monthly bulletin a) Coal, b) Hydrocarbons, c) 
Electrical energy. 
Hydrocarbons: monthly bulletin. 
1250 Other energy sources 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Amélioration des performances de la pile solaire au silicium de 
grand diamètre 128 
Le chauffage géothermique: Première partie. Analyse de 
l'influence des principaux paramètres et recueil d'abaques 
permettant une estimation rapide de l'intérêt économique et 
des performances d'une installation de chauffage 
géothermique 134 
Dépôt de couches de silicium polycristallin à partir d'un bain 
sur des substrats en carbone 138 
Description and performance of an active solar cooling 
system, using a LiBr-H20 absorption machine 139 
The design and development of an absorption cycle heat 
pump optimised for the achievement of maximum coefficient 
of performance 140 
22 
Development of a directly-fired heat pump for domestic and 
light commercial application 144 
Development of low cost cadmium sulphide sintered ceramic 
ribbon solar cells for terrestrial applications 146 
Development process of silicon films obtained by rheotaxy on 
tinned sheet for solar cells 147 
Erkundung des Temperaturfeldes bis in größere Tiefen im 
Bereich von Urach sowie Erprobung geophysikalischer und 
geochemischer Methoden 155 
Etude acoustique d'un granit in-situ au mayet de montagne 
(Allier) 156 
EURELIOS - The 1 MW experimental solar thermal electric 
power plant of the European Economic Community 160 
The European HDR case: Where to go next? 162 
The evaluation of the Communities' energy conservation and 
solar energy R & D sub-programmes: Research Evaluation 
Report no 1 163 
Le flux de chaleur en France: Déterminations et synthèse 
166 
The growth of silicon layers from the vapour phase on a liquid 
metal layer 169 
I) Evaluation of thin Pd, Pt and Ni suicides Schottky barriers 
for silicon solar cells. II) large area unifor: growth of Si layer 
by solid phase epitaxy 170 
Influence of surface structure and surface absorbâtes on solid 
phase epitaxial growth 171 
Laacher-See-Vulkanmagmakammer und "Hot Dry 
Rock'-projekt (Rieden, Osteifel) 173 
Mise au point d'une méthode de prospection des zones 
chaudes du sous-sol à l'aide du magnétisme et de la 
gravimétrie 176 
Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power plants, 
potential ecological and biochemical implications: n.1 177 
Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power plants, 
potential ecological and biochemical implications: n.2 178 
Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power plants, 
potential ecological and biochemical implications: n.3 179 
Mont-Dore: Etude structurale tridimensionnelle par des 
méthodes de sismique transmission 180 
Optimization of silicon solar cells intended to be operated 
under medium solar concentration 183 
Passive solar heating with heat storage in the outside walls 
Preliminary guidelines for heat flow density determination 
186 
Proceedings of the first coordination meeting of contractors 
"Energy from Biomass" (Project E): 18-1 9 September 1980, 
Amsterdam 188 
The production of energy by photobiological methods 19 1 
Prospection géothermique intégrée dans le massif du 
Mont-Dore: Synthèse 192 
Recrystallization of amorphous and small grain size 
polycrystalline silicon 194 
Standard procedures for terrestrial photovoltaic performance 
measurements 197 
Technologie industrielle d 'encapsulation économique et fiable 
pour panneaux solaires de grandes dimensions 200 
Wärmerückgewinnung aus Abwässern durch 
energiesparende Wärmepumpensysteme 205 
1260 Research 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Amelioration des performances de la pile solaire au silicium de 
grand diamètre 128 
Analysis of complete logical structures in system reliability 
assessment 217 
Analysis of the factors which determine the COP of a heat 
pump and a feasibility study on ways and means of increasing 
same 130 
Assessment and reduction of the power consumption in 
refining paper stock 131 
Le chauffage géothermique: Première partie. Analyse de 
l'influence des principaux paramètres et recueil d'abaques 
permettant une estimation rapide de l'intérêt économique et 
des performances d'une installation de chauffage 
géothermique 134 
Critical appraisal of mathematical models of explosive gas 
cloud dispersion 137 
Dépôt de couches de silicium polycristallin à partir d'un bain 
sur des substrats en carbone 138 
The determination of the design parameters for a combustion 
control system for industrial package boilers using the flame 
radiation peak seeking technique 141 
Development and demonstration of improved gas to gas heat 
pipe heat exchangers for the recovery of residuel heat 143 
Development of a directly-fired heat pump for domestic and 
light commercial application 144 
Development of domestic heat pumps 14b 
Development of low cost cadmium sulphide sintered ceramic 
ribbon solar cells for terrestrial applications 146 
Development process of silicon films obtained by rheotaxy on 
tinned sheet for solar cells 147 
Electrolytes solides flúores 149 
Energieeinsparung bei der Beheizung und 
Brauchwasserversorgung in Mehrfamilienhäusern durch den 
Einsatz einer gasmotorangetriebenen Wärmepumpe mit der 
Wärmequelle Luft, die monovalent bis 12 C 
Außentemperatur arbeiten soll. 150 
Energy storage and transportation: Prospects for New 
Technologies 151 
Entwicklung eines Dünnschicht-Präparationsverfahrens für 
ZK>2 (Y20al Elektrolyte auf poröser Trägerstruktur 153 
Entwicklung von einkristallinen CdT -Solarzellen für 
terrestrische Anwendung, geeignet für den Einsatz in 
optischen Konzentratoren 154 
Erkundung des Temperaturfeldes bis in größere Tiefen im 
Bereich von Urach sowie Erprobung geophysikalischer und 
geochemischer Methoden 155 
Étude acoustique d'un granit in-situ au mayet de montagne 
(Allier) 156 
23 
Etude d'echangeur aìr-eau a tubes ailettes fonctionnant a bas 
Reynolds permettant la conception de convecteurs basse 
température pour le chauffage des locaux 157 
Etude des possibilités de récupération des chaleurs perdues 
dans les installations thermiques: Application aux cokeries 
classiques. 158 
Étude d'une cellule de génération électrolytique d'hydrogène 
avec dépolarisation par SO2 159 
The European HDR case: Where to go next? 162 
Experimental rankine cycle engine designed for utilisation of 
low pressure heat 164 
Le flux de chaleur en France: Déterminations et synthèse 
Galvanische Hochenergiezellen mit Schmelzelektrolyten 
Government financing of research and development 
1970-1980 304 
The growth of silicon layers from the vapour phase on a liquid 
metal layer 169 
I) Evaluation of thin Pd, Pt and Ni suicides Schottky barriers 
for silicon solar cells. II) large area unifor: growth of Si layer 
by solid phase epitaxy 170 
Influence of surface structure and surface absorbâtes on solid 
phase epitaxial growth 171 
Input-Output and energy demand models for Ireland: Data 
collection report - Part I: Explor - Part II: Edm 1 72 
Laacher-See-Vulkanmagmakammer und "Hot Dry 
Rock"-projekt (Rieden, Osteifel) 173 
The minimization of the power consumption of a heat pump 
by a microprocessor-based control system 174 
Mise au point de nouveaux électrocatalyseurs pour 
electrolyse avancé 175 
Mise au point d'une méthode de prospection des zones 
chaudes du sous-sol à l'aide du magnétisme et de la 
gravimétrie 176 
Mont-Dore: Étude structurale tridimensionnelle per des 
méthodes de sismique transmission 180 
Monte Carlo calculation of sensitivity coefficients 239 
Nouveau diaphragme pour électrolyseur 181 
Optimization of gas evolving teflon bonded electrodes 182 
Optimization of silicon solar cells intended to be operated 
under medium solar concentration 183 
Passive solar heating wi th heat storage in the outside walls 
Preliminary guidelines for heat f low density determination 
186 
Proceedings of the first contractors coordination meeting on 
photochemical, photoelectrochemical and photobiological 
processes (Project D) 187 
Process of deposition of single crystal silicon directly from the 
vapour phase 189 
Production de paille de céréales et de tiges de maïs à des fins 
énergétiques: Production photosynthétique de matière 
organique- Groupe E- 1ère Phase 1976-1977 190 
The production of energy by photobiological methods 191 
Prospection géothermique intégrée dans le massif du 
Mont-Dore: Synthèse 192 
Recrystellization of amorphous and small grain size 
polycrystalline silicon 194 
Standard procedures for terrestrial photovoltaic performance 
measurements 197 
Stationäre Schwungrad-Energiespeicher 198 
Synthese et caractérisation de nouvelles cathodes d'insertion 
du lithium 199 
Technologie industrielle d'encapsulation économique et fiable 
pour panneaux solaires de grandes dimensions 200 
Thermal energy storage systems (Part I) 201 
Thermochemische Wasserstoffproduktion Trennverfahren 
202 
Thermochemische Wasserstoffproduktion, Trennverfahren: 
Teil 1 - Verdampfungsgleichgewichte des Systems 
H20 /H2S04. Teil 2 - Die Bestimmung der gas- und 
flüssigkeitsseitigen Stoffübergangskooff¡zionto sowie der 
Gleichgewich t slöslichkeit für das System S02 / 02-H20 203 
Trasmutazione neutronica di isotopi transuranici in un 
reattore veloce di potenza 253 
Untersuchung von Mit te l - und 
Hochtemperaturlatentwärmespeichermaterialien 204 
Wärmerückgewinnung aus Abwässern durch 
energiesparende Wärmepumpensysteme 205 
Wärmerückgewinnungsanlagen mit Reflux-Wärmerohren als 
Bauelemente 206 
Water electrolysis by high pressure (20-200 BARS) and 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliographie sur les marchés publics 368 
EC raw materials balance sheets 1975-1978: 1981 319 
Investment in the Community coalmining and iron and steel 
industries: Summary report on the 1974-80 surveys in the 
nine countries of the Community: 1981 108 
Iron and steel yearbook 1980: 1981 321 
The Old World and the new technologies: Challenges to 
Europe in a hostile world 15 
Structure and activity of industry 1 976: 1981 324 
PERIODICALS 
Industrial short-term trends. 
Iron and steel: monthly bulletin. 
Iron and steel: quarterly and monthly bulletins. 
24 
Iron and steel: quarterly bulletin. 
Pig-irons and steels: Basic prices - basic document situation as of 1 
January and amendments. 
Wages and incomes - Rapid information. 
1320 Industrial policy and sectoral 
measures 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Catalogue of Community legal Acts and other texts relating to 
the Elimination of Technical Barriers to Trade for Industrial 
Products and Nomenclature for Iron and Steel Products 
(EURONORM) 67 
109 The European automobile industry : Commission 
statement - 73pp.: 25cm: stapled: 220g: (EN) [Bulletin of the 
European Communities : Supplement: 8 1 / 2 - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
DA:81-109. DE:81 - 109. FR:81 - 109. IT:81 - 109. NL:81 - 109 
CB-NF-81-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2695-X: ECU 4, BFR 160, 
IRL 2.80, UKL 2.48, USD 5.60. 
Government financing of research and development 
1970-1980 304 
A study of the evolution of concentration in the UK data 
processing industry w i th some international comparisons 
87 
110 Ναυπη-για - Ή κατάσταση τον τοέα και μέτρα yta τήν 
άντμετώπιση τηζ κρίσεωζ- 30σ, 11 πίν.: 25cm: συρραμμένο: 80g: 
(GR) [ 'Επιτροπή τών Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων] 
CB-NF-79-007-GR-C ISBN 92-825-2264-4: ECU 1,50, 
BFR 60. 
1330 Industrial technology 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Applicazione della sorgente a bagliore all'analisi diretta dei 
costituenti minerali nei carbone e coke 263 
Commission Decision (81 /437/EEC) relating to the inventory 
of chemical substances: n.O 219 
Entwicklung. Bau und Erprobung von zuverlässigen 
Überwachungsgeräten für Schachtführungseinrichtungen 
Compendium of known substances: η.I 
Compendium of known substances: n.ll 




Constructing EINECS - Basic documents: Part one : European 
core inventory (ECOIN) and Part two : Compendium of known 
substances 224 
The conversion of coal into liquid hydrocarbon distillates by 
hydrocracking 264 
The determination of the design parameters for a combustion 
control system for industrial package boilers using the flame 
radiation peak seeking technique 141 
Determinazione dei valori crit ici delle dimensioni delle 
inclusioni (silicati e ossidi complessi) negli acciai da 
costruzione per differenti applicazioni meccaniche 265 
Elements for a first study of the environmental impact of 
reprocessing spent U/Pu mixed-oxide fuel instead of spent 
uranium fuel (accident conditions) 228 
206 
Etude des possibilites d'amélioration du traitement final des 
eaux de cokeries dans un second étage biologique 267 
Étude des possibilités de récupération des chaleurs perdues 
dans les installations thermiques: Application aux cokeries 
classiques. 158 
European core inventory (ECOIN): η.I 
European core inventory (ECOIN): n.ll 
European core inventory (ECOIN): n.lll 





Experimental investigation on coking coal pumpability 
through slurry pipelines: Final technical report 269 
Formulation of a stochastic model for the evaluation of the 
specific consumption of electric energy of a mechanical plant: 
Final report 167 
Maschineller Flözstreckenvortrieb 271 
Preheating oven charges to extend the range of coals 
carbonized and to improve coke quality 272 
Production of steam for electricity generation or other uses 
from high-ash coals using fluidised bed combustion 
techniques 274 
Purificazione degli effluenti dei forni da coke: Rapporto 
tecnico 275 
Stabilite des fronts et couronnes de charbon: Rapport final 
280 
Study of the environmental impact of reprocessing spent 
U/Pu mixed-oxide fuel instead of spent uranium fuel 248 
Technologie industrielle d'encapsulation économique et fiable 
pour panneaux solaires de grandes dimensions 200 
Télécommunications au fond, télécontrôle, télécommande 
des engins de transport 281 
Thermo- und fluiddynamische Analyse von gasgekühlten 
Brennelementbündeln bei Berücksichtigung von 
Wärmeleitung und Wärmestrahlung 252 
Valorisation des charbons à haute teneur en matières 
volatiles 283 
Valorisation des stériles. Utilisation de sables nodulaires 
légers de schistes houillers comme matériau de garnissage de 
Ht bactérien immerge 284 
Veredlung von Kohle durch Hydrierung: Abschlußbericht 
285 
Weiterentwicklung und Erprobung von Verfahren und 
Geräten zur Staubbekämpfung durch Absaugen und 
Niederschlagen von Schwebestaub im Bereich der 
Übergabestelle vom Streb zur Strecke 286 
Zusammenhänge zwischen Rohstoffquatität, 
Veredlungsverhalten und Produktqualität bei dar Gewinnung 
von hochwertigen Produkten aus Braunkohle 126 
PERIODICALS 
Energy use in the food manufacturing industry 152 
Analyse du fonctionnement a charge partielle des moteurs a 
allumage commandé. Définition des voies d'action optimale en 
ce qui concerne le rendement énergétique 129 
25 
Development and demonstration of improved gas to gas heat 
pipe heat exchangers for the recovery of residual heat 143 
EUCO-COST 30 : European project on electronic traffic aids on 
major roads 268 
Feasibility of the connection of walls in hot dry rocks by 
means of hydraulic fracturing techniques: experimental 
research dealing wi th three-dimensional crack interaction, 
largely utilizing photoelastic techniques 165 
Flambement des profils creux à parois minces: Cas des profils 
rectangulaires chargés axialement 270 
Process of deposition of single crystal silicon directly from the 
vapour phase 189 
Puissances virtuelles et travaux virtuels en mécanique des 
milieux continus micropolaires 243 
Répartition thermique en hauteur dans les grands fours à 
coke et amélioration de la répartit ion 278 
A Theoretical Study on the Crowth of Large Sodium Vapor 
Bubbles in Liquid Sodium 250 
Water electrolysis by high pressure (20-200 BARS) and 
medium-temperature (150-300°C) technique 
(continuation) 207 
14 Regional policy 
1410 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bibliographie sur la politique régionale 36 ' 
111 Deglomeration policies in the European Community: A 
comparative study - Wettmann, R.W.: Nicol, W.R. - 248pp., 
28tab., 3ÍII., 4maps: 25cm: softcover: 460g: (EN) [Studies. 
Regional policy: 18 - Commission of the European Communities] 
0 A : 8 1 - 1 1 1 . DE.81 - 1 1 1 . FR:81-111 . IT :81 -111 . N U 8 1 - 1 1 1 
CB-NS-79-018-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1 746-2: ECU 16.50, 
BFR 660. IRL 11. UKL 9.80, USD 23. 
112 Principal regulations and decisions of the Council of the 
European Communities on regional policy - Commission of the 
European Communities - 16pp.: 30cm: stapled: 70g: (EN) 
DA:81-113 . DE:81-112. FR:81 - 1 1 2 . IT:81 - 112. NL:81-113 
CB-32-81-463-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2448-5: ECU 3.14, 
BFR 130, IRL 2.20, UKL 1.70, USO 3,60. 
113 Study on the regional impact of the common agricultural 
policy - Henry, P. (Prof): Société d'Etude pour le Développement 
Economique et Social: RICAP Group - 1 74pp.: 25cm: softcover: 
320g: (EN) [Studies. Regional policy: 21 - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
CB-NS-81-021-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2441-8: ECU 6.10, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20. UKL 3.20, USD 6.85. 
114 Ή κοινοτική περιφερειακή πολιτική: Καινούργιες κατευθύνσεις -
47<τ.: 25cm: άδετο: 120g: (GR) [: 77/2 - 'Επιτροπή των 
Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων] 
CD-SF-77-002-GR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, 
1420 Regional development fund 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
115 European Regional Development Fund: Fifth Annual Report 
- Commission of the European Communities 
1979- 101pp.. 12ÍIL: 23cm: softcover: 175g:(ENI 
DA:81-115 . DE:81-115. IT:81 - 115. NL:81-115 
CB-30-80-940-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2054-4: ECU 8.75, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.80, UKL 5, USD 12. 
1430 Regional development 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
116 Integrated development of mountain areas: The alpine 
region - Danz, W-: Alpeninstitut, München: Henz, H.R.: Metron, 
Brugg-Windisch - 90pp., 12 tab., 2 ill., 6 maps: 25cm: softcover: 
185g: (EN) [Studies. Regional policy: 20 - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
DE:81- 117. FR:81 - 117 
CB-NS-80-02O-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2284-9: ECU 3.50, 
BFR 150. IRL 2.50, UKL 1.90, USD 4.45. 
117 Regional development atlas - Commission of the European 
Communities - 13p.: 30cm: stapled: 80g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-116 . DE:81-116. FR:81 - 116. GR:81-116. IT:81 - 116. 
NL:81 - 116 
CB-31-80-360-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2287-3: ECU 1,20. 
BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.65, USD 1.50. 
Regional Statistics: The Community's financial participation in 
investments-1979: 1981 310 
118 Regionale F order maßna hm on in der Europaischen 
Gemeinschaft - Eine vergleichende Untersuchung - Allen, K.: 
Internationales Institut für Management und Verwaltung - 317S.: 
25cm: broschiert: 550g: Bericht des internationalen Instituts für 
Management und Verwaltung, Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin, an den 
deutschen Bundesminister für Wirtschaft, den hessischen Minister 
für Wirtschaft und Technik und die europäische Gemeinschaft (DE) 
[Studien. Regionalpolitik: 15 - Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] 
IT:81 - 117. NL:81 - 118 
CB-NS-79-015-DE-C ISBN 92-825-1214-2: ECU 6.70, 
BFR 275. 
119 The regions of Europe: First periodic report on the social 
and economic situation of the regions of the Community -
Commission of the European Communities - 220p.: 25cm: 
softcover: 400g: (EN) 
DE:81-119. FR:81-119. IT:81 - 119 
CB-32-81-487-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2480-9: ECU 7,25, 
BFR 300, IRL 5.10, UKL 3.85, USD 8. 
15 Environment and consumer affairs 
26 
1 510 Environment 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Technical control of pollution in the iron and steel industry: 
Research progress report: 1 January 1980 261 
Agricultural measures to reduce radiation doses to man 
caused by severe nuclear accidents 216 
The Dutch geologic radioactive waste disposal project 227 
Elements for a first study of the environmental impact of 
reprocessing spent U/Pu mixed-oxide fuel instead of spent 
uranium fuel (accident conditions) 228 
Integrated development of mountain areas: The alpine 
region 116 
120 The introduction of a tax wi th a view to reducing the 
consumption of non-renewable resources - Bui m, J.A.: 
Summer, M.T.: Transecon (Economic Consultants) Ltd. - vii, 
119pp., 29tab.: 30cm: softcover: 345g: (EN) [Environment and 
quality of life - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6785 
CD-NQ-80-0O2-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2093-5: ECU 10. 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70, UKL 5.30, USD 13. 
121 Materials division: facilities and equipment - Joint Research 
Centre, Petten - microfiche 24x, 51 pp.: (EN) [Environment and 
quality of life - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7036 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
1 520 Consumer affairs 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
124 Consumer Protection and Information Policy: Third Report 
- Commission of the European Communities - 60pp.: 23cm: 
softcover: 120g: (EN) 
DA:81-124. DE:81 - 125. FR:81 - 124. IT:81 - 124. NL:81 - 124 
CB-31-80-392-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2425-6: ECU 1,20, 
BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.65, USD 1.40. 
125 Reports of the Scientific Committee for Food -
[Food-science and techniques - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
Eleventh series-49pp.: 30cm: stapled: 180g:(EN)EUR 7421 
0A:81 - 125. DE:81 - 124. FR:81 - 125. IT:81 - 125. NL:81 - 125 
CD-NR-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2557-0: ECU 3,63, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2. USD 3.80. 
Symposium on Nutrit ion, Food Technology and Nutritional 
Information (London, 19-20 March 1980) 215 
Wassergehalt von gefrorenem oder tiefgefrorenem Geflügel: 
Vergleich der Kontrollmethoden 50 
122 Misure di radioattività ambientale: Ispra 1979 - Dominici, 
G.: Centro comune di ricerca, Ispra - vii, 47p., 28tab. e 8fig.: 
30cm: cucitura a punto: 180g: (IT) [Radioprotezione - Direzione 
generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione 
delle Comunità europee] EUR 7280 
CD-NP-81-003-IT-C ISBN 92-825-2485-X: ECU 3,65, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 1.95, USD 4.10. 
Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power plants, 
potential ecological and biochemical implications: n.1 177 
Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power plants, 
potential ecological and biochemical implications: n.2 178 
Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power plants, 
potentiel ecological and biochemical implications: n.3 179 
Naßverbrennung plutoniumhaltiger Abfälle. Ergebnisse von 
Arbeiten zur Verfahrensentwicklung und Abtrennung von 
Plutonium aus dem Rückstand 240 
Reports of the Scientific Committee for Pesticides 53 
123 Results of environmental measurements in the Member 
States of the European Community for air - deposition - water 
- milk: 1979 - Directorate-General Employment and Social Affairs: 
Directorate Health and Safety - 258p.: 30cm: softcover: 700g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) [Radioprotection: 20 - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7032 
OA:81-123. DE:81 - 122. FR:81 - 123. IT:81 - 123. NL:81 - 123 
CD-NP-80-005-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2261-X: ECU 16,80, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.65, UKL 9.20, USD 20. 
Seminar on the radiological burden of man from natural 
radioactivity in the countries of the European Communities: 
Proceedings 244 
Specification of test criteria for containers to be used in the 
air transport of plutonium 246 
Storage of HLW in engineered structures: air-cooled and 
water-cooled concepts 247 
Study of the environmental impact of reprocessing spent 
U/Pu mixed-oxide fuel instead of spent uranium fuel 248 
126 Zusammenhänge zwischen Rohstoffqualität, 
Veredlungsverhalten und Produktqualität bei der Gewinnung 
von hochwertigen Produkten aus Braunkohle - Deutscher 
Braunkohlen-Industrie-Verein, Köln - Mikrokarte 24x, 20S.: (DE) 
[Technische Forschung Kohle - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt 
und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 7183 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
16 Scientif ic and technical research 
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127 Acquisition et rassemblement des données géothermiques 
disponibles et nouvelles dans la zone franco-belge de 
Saint-Ghislain à Saint-Amand-les-Eaux (Nord) - Bernard, D.: 
Bosch, B.: Caulier, P.: Service géologique régional, 
Nord-Pas-de-Calais - 4 microfiches 24x, 156p.: (FR) [Energie -
Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7118 
ECU 8,68, BFR 360, IRL 6, UKL 4.80, USD 9.60. 
128 Amélioration des performances de la pile solaire au silicium 
de grand diamètre - Diguet, D. - microfiche 24x, 55p.: (FR) 
[Énergie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7095 
CD-ND-81-073-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
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129 Analyse du fonctionnement à charge partielle des moteurs 
à allumage commandé. Définition des voies d'action optimale en 
ce qui concerne le rendement énergétique - Douaud, Α.: Eyzat, P.: 
Institut français du pétrole - 2 microfiches 24x, 130p.: (FR) [Energie 
- Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7 190 
CD-ND-81-056-FR-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
130 Analysis of the factors which determine the COP of a heat 
pump and a feasibility study on ways and means of increasing 
same - Fordsmand, M.: Eggers-Lura, Α.: European Heatpumps 
Consultors Ltd., Charlottenlund - 2 microfiches 24x, 140pp.: (EN) 
[Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7048 
CD-ND-81-038-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
131 Assessment and reduction of the power consumption in 
refining paper stock - Burkitt, P.G.: Gates, E.R.: Moore, M.W.: 
PIRA, Leatherhead- 2 microfiches 24x, 100pp.: (EN) [Energy-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7128 
CD-ND-81-045-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
132 Assessment of energy consumption and optimisation of 
usage in the paper industry - Lucas, N.J.D.: Murgatroyd, W.: 
Ladomatos, Ν. - 2 microfiches 24x, 108pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7192 
CD-ND-81-058-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
133 Bestandsaufnahme und Perspektiven: Mit einem Annex 
über nichttechnische Aspekte - Härter, M.: Lindner, R.: 
Forschungsanstalt Karlsruhe - vii, 237S., zahlr. Abb.: 30cm: 
broschiert: 640g: (DE) [Energie - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 7075 
CD-ND-81-001-DE-C ISBN 92-825-2355-1 : ECU 16,95, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.80, UKL 8.95, USD 18.50. 
134 Le chauffage géothermique: Première partie. Analyse de 
l'influence des principaux paramètres et recueil d'abaques 
permettant une estimation rapide de l'intérêt économique et des 
performances d'une installation de chauffage géothermique - EDF, 
Chatou: Direction générale Recherche, science et éducation - 2 
microfiches 24x, 112p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché 
de l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7120 
ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4.80. 
135 Combined generation of electricity and heat in the dairy 
industry - Jansen, L.A.: Piersma, H.: Netherland Institute for Dairy 
Research, Ede - microfiche 24x, 73pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7134 
CD-ND-81-054-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
136 Comparative energy consumption of space and water 
heating appliances - Hamilton, G.: Savin, S.J.: Building Services 
Research and Information Association, Bracknell - 2 microfiches 
24x, 144pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 6851 
CD-ND-81-046-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
137 Critical appraisal of mathematical models of explosive gas 
cloud dispersion - Fischer, K.: Geiger, W.: Heudorfer, W.: Schnatz, 
G.: Battelle-lnstitut, Frankfurt am Main - microfiche 24x, 66pp.: 
(EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7034 
CD-ND-81-030-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
138 Dépôt de couches de silicium polycristallin à partir d'un 
bain sur des substrats en carbone - Belouet, C. - microfiche 24x, 
38p.: (FR) [Énergie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7079 
CD-ND-81-090-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
139 Description and performance of an active solar cooling 
system, using a LiBr­H20 absorption machine - Van Hattem, D.: 
Actis dato, P.: JRC, Ispra - 2 microfiches 24x, 105pp.: (EN) 
[Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6864 
CD-ND-81-060-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
140 The design and development of an absorption cycle heat 
pump optimised for the achievement of maximum coefficient 
of performance - Qasrawi, A.M.S.: Treece, R.J.: Blakeley, R.E.: 
Lucas Group Services Ltd. - 2 microfiches 24x, 168pp.: (EN) 
[Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7129 
CD-ND-81-044-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
141 The determination of the design parameters for a 
combustion control system for industrial package boilers 
using the flame radiation peak seeking technique - Naghten, 
P.J.: Harfoot, J.M. - microfiche 24x, 33pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7191 
CD-ND-81-066-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
142 Determinazione dell'acqua nei cloruri di ferro: Esame 
crìtico dei vari metodi - Serrìni, G.: Serrìni-Lanza, G. -
microscheda 24x, 16pag.: (IT) [Energia - Direzione generale 
Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione delle 
Comunità europee] EUR 7166 
CD-ND-81-063-IT-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20. 
USD 2.40. 
143 Development and demonstration of improved gas to gas 
heat pipe heat exchangers for the recovery of residual heat -
Davies, M.J.: Chaffey, G.H. - microfiche 24x, 51pp.: (EN) [Energy-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7127 
CD-ND-81-070-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
144 Development of a directly­fired heat pump for domestic 
and light commercial application - Strong, D.T.G.: 
Directorate-General Research, Science and Education - 3 
microfiches 24x, 278pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7063 
CD-ND-81-040-EN-A : ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, 
UKL 3.60, USD 7.20. 
145 Development of domestic heat pumps - McMullan, J.T.: 
Morgan, R. - 2 microfiches, 24x, 124pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7098 
CD-ND-81-078-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
146 Development of low cost cadmium sulphide sintered 
ceramic ribbon solar cells for terrestrial applications - G.V. 
Planer Ltd. - microfiche 24x, 56pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7083 
CD-ND-81-093-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
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147 Development process of silicon films obtained by rheotaxy 
on tinned sheet for solar cells - Peccoud, L.: Boselli, A. -
microfiche 24x, 32pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission or' the European 
Communities] EUR 7081 
CD-ND-81-091-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
148 ECSC round table meeting 'Coke oven and coke research' -
Directorate-General Employment and Social Affairs: Directorate 
Health and Safety - ix. 361p.: 30cm: softcover: 970g: (DE/EN/FR) 
[Industrial health and safety - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7197 
DE:81 - 149. FR:81 - 134 
CD-NQ-81-001-4A-C ISBN 92-825-2416-7: ECU 18, 
BFR 750, IRL 12.50, UKL 9.80, USD 21.50. 
149 Electrolytes solides fluorés - Lucas, J.: Poulain, M.: Matecki, 
M.: Pannetier, J. - microfiche 24x, 47p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 7071 
CD-ND-81-083-FR-A : ECU 2.17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
1 50 Energieeinsparung bei der Beheizung und 
Brauchwasserversorgung in Mehrfamilienhäusern durch den 
Einsatz einer gasmotorangetriebenen Wärmepumpe mit der 
Wärmequelle Luft, die monovalent bis 1 2 C 
Außentemperatur arbeiten soll. - Heiburg, O. - Mikrokarte 24x, 
34S.: [Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7133 
CD-ND-81-081-DE-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
151 Energy storage and transportation: Prospects for New 
Technologies - Beghi, G.: Joint Research Centre, Ispra -
6microfiches 24x, 505pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 6979 
ECU 13,02, BFR 540, IRL 8.10, UKL 7.20, USD 14.40. 
152 Energy use in the food manufacturing industry - Whitman, 
W.E.: Crawford, A.G.: Elsen, CR. - 2 microfiches 24x, 193pp.: 
(EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7073 
CD-ND-81-084-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80, 
153 Entwicklung eines Dünnschicht-Präparationsverfahrens für 
ZrÛ2 (Y2Û3Î Elektrolyte auf poröser Trägerstruktur -
Mikrokarte 24x, 85S.: (DE) [Energie - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 7115 
CD-ND-81-059-DE-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
1 54 Entwicklung von einkristallinen CdT-Solarzellen für 
terrestrische Anwendung, geeignet für den Einsatz in 
optischen Konzentratoren - Jäger, H.: Füssl, B.; Seipp, E.: Thiel, 
R.: Battelle-Institut, Frankfurt am Main - Mikrokarte 24x, 19S.: (DE) 
[Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7033 
CD-ND-81-032-DE-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
155 Erkundung des Temperaturfeldes bis in größere Tiefen im 
Bereich von Urach sowie Erprobung geophysikalischer und 
geochemischer Methoden - Hänel, R.: Niedersächsisches 
Landesamt für Bodenforschung, Hannover - 4Mikrokarten 24x, 
343S.: (DE) [Energie - Generaldirektion Informatiorsmarkt und 
Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 7319 
CD-ND-81-047-DE-A : ECU 10,85, BFR 360, IRL 6, UKL 4.80, 
USD 12. 
156 Etude acoustique d'un granit in-situ au mayet de montagne 
(Allier) - Audric, J. - 2 microfiches 24x, 195p.: (FR) [Energie -
Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7125 
ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4.80. 
157 Etude d'échangeur air-eau à tubes ailettes fonctionnant à 
bas Reynolds permettant la conception de convecteurs basse 
température pour le chauffage des locaux - de Turcheim, N.: 
Roth, B.: Société Bertin et Cie, Plaisir - microfiche 24x, 42p.: (FR) 
[Energie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7026 
CD-ND-81-031-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90. IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
158 Etude des possibilités de récupération des chaleurs 
perdues dans les installations thermiques: Application aux 
cokeries classiques. - Busso, R.H.: Tribodet, P. - microfiche 24x, 
80p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7161 
CD-ND-81-065-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90. IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
159 Étude d'une cellule de génération électrolytique 
d'hydrogène avec depolarisation par SO2 - Feuillade, G.: 
Caradec, J.Y. - microfiche 24x, 43p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 6603 
CD-ND-81-082-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
160 EURELIOS - The 1 MW experimental solar thermal electric 
power plant of the European Economic Community - Industrial 
Consortium for the Implementation of the European Power Plant -
26 pp.; 10 figures, 3 tables: 30 cm: stapled: 90 g: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6747 
CD-ND-80-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1714-4: ECU 3, BFR 120, 
IRL 2, UKL 1.80, USD 4.50. 
161 A European Atomic Energy Community report: Part I 
Comparative risks from electricity generating systems: Part 
II :Risk assessment of energy systems (Final report) - Energy 
Centre, University of Newcastle upon Tyne - vi, 121pp.: 30cm: 
softcover: 365g: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7532 
CD-ND-81-096-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2422-1: ECU 8,60, 
BFR 350, IRL 5,90, UKL 5.10, USD 9.40. 
162 The European HDR case: Where to go next? -
Directorate-General Research, Science and Education - v, 49pp., 
4tab. and 9fig.: 30cm: stapled: 170g: An assessment of 
methodology by the Working Party on Hot Dry Rock Research and 
Technology set up by the Commission of the European Communities 
(EN) [Energy - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation] EUR 7361 
CD-ND-81-062-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2520-1: ECU 3,61, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.55, UKL 1.90, USD 4. 
163 The evaluation of the Communities' energy conservation 
and solar energy R & D sub-programmes: Research Evaluation 
Report no 1 - Directorate-General Research, Science and Education 
- viii, 84pp.: 23cm: softcover: 170g: (EN) [Energy-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6902 
DA:81-163. DE:81 - 134. FR:81 - 164. IT:81-204. NL:81 - 163 
CD-ND-8O-O6O-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2098-6: ECU 6,25, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20, UKL 3.30, USD 8.20. 
164 Experimental rankine cycle engine designed for utilisation 
of low pressure heat - Cipolla, G.: Margary, R. - microfiche 24x, 
34pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 69 16 
CD-ND-81-079-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
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165 Feasibility of the connection of wells in hot dry rocks by 
means of hydraulic fracturing techniques: experimental 
research dealing wi th three-dimensional crack interaction, 
largely utilizing photoelastic techniques - Camponuovo, G.F.: 
Riccioni, R.: ISMES, Bergamo - 2 microfiches 24x, 129pp.: (EN) 
[Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7062 
CD-ND-81-051-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
166 Le flux de chaleur en France: Déterminations et synthèse -
Gable, R.: Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières -
microfiche 24x, 91p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7123 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
167 Formulation of a stochastic model for the evaluation of the 
specific consumption of electric energy of a mechanical plant: 
Final report - Micheletti, G.F. (Research Director) - 4 microfiches 
24x, 295pp.: (EN) [Energy- Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7189 
ECU 8,68, BFR 360, IRL 6, UKL 4.80, USD 9.60. 
168 Galvanische Hochenergiezellen mit Schmelzelektrolyten -
Borger, W.: Kappus, W.: Kunze, D.: Laig-Hörstebrock, H.: Panesar, 
H.: Sterr, G. - Mikrokarte 24x, 247S.: (DE) [Energie -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7072 
CD-ND-81-076-DE-A : ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50. 
UKL 3.60, USD 7.20. 
169 The growth of silicon layers from the vapour phase on a 
liquid metal layer - Graef, M.W.M.: Bloem, J.: Giling, L.J.... -
microfiche 24x, 43pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7080 
CD-ND-81-089-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
170 I) Evaluation of thin Pd, Pt and Ni suicides Schottky barriers 
for silicon solar cells. II) large area unifor: growth of Si layer 
by solid phase epitaxy - Canali, C. - microfiche 24x, 30pp.: (EN) 
[Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7096 
CD-ND-81-072-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
17 1 Influence of surface structure and surface absorbâtes on 
solid phase epitaxial growth - Kistemaker, J.: Saris, F.W. -
microfiche 24x, 8pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7092 
CD-ND-81-080-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
1 72 Input-Output and energy demand models for Ireland: Data 
collection report - Part I: Explor - Part II: Edm - Henry, E.W.: 
Scott, S.: Economic and Social Research Institute Dublin EC Energy 
Modelling, Level II, Phase II - 2 microfiches 24x, 177pp.: (EN) 
[Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6770 
CD-ND-81-052-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
1 73 Laacher-See-Vulkanmagmakammer und "Hot Dry 
Rock"-projekt (Rieden, Osteifel) - Schmincke, H.U.: Wörner, G.: 
Risse, R.: Bogaard, P.v.d.: Viereck, L. - Mikrokarte 24x, 16S.: (DE) 
[Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7100 
CD-ND-81-077-DE-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
1 74 The minimization of the power consumption of a heat 
pump by a microprocessor-based control system -
Directorate-General Research, Science and Education - microfiche 
24x, 19pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7046 
CD-ND-81-042-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
1 75 Mise au point de nouveaux électrocatalyseurs pour 
electrolyse avancé - Martin, L.: Diette, J.... - 2 microfiches 24x, 
115p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7068 
CD-ND-81-088-FR-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
176 Mise au point d'une méthode de prospection des zones 
chaudes du sous-sol à l'aide du magnétisme et de la 
gravimétrie - Roche, Α.: Edel, J.P.: Meunier, J.: Laboratoire de 
Paléomagnétisme de l'Institut de Physique du Globe, Strasbourg -
microfiche 24x, 44p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7119 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
177 Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power 
plants, potential ecological and biochemical implications -
Joint Research Centre, Ispra [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n. 1 : Electricity demand, installed capacity and geographical location 
of the fossil-fuelled power stations in the territory of the European 
Community - Goetz, L.: Sabbioni, E.: Springer, A. - iii, 42pp., 7tab. 
and 4fig.: 30cm: stapled: 160g:(EN)EUR 6998 
CD-N0-80-A10-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2095-1: ECU 2,40, 
BFR 220, IRL 3.70, UKL 3, USD 7. 
178 Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power 
plants, potential ecological and biochemical implications -
Joint Research Centre, Ispra [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.2: Definition of the problem using a critical path approach, 
motivation, objectives and research programme to study the 
European situation - Goetz, L.: Sabbioni, E. - v, 16pp., 6fig.: 30cm: 
stapled: 100g:(EN)EUR 6998 
CD-N0-80-B10-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2150-8: ECU 1,30, 
BFR 100, IRL 1.70, UKL 1.40, USD 3.20. 
179 Mobilization of heavy metals from fossil-fuelled power 
plants, potential ecological and biochemical implications -
Joint Research Centre, Ispra [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.3: Heavy metal content in coals burnt in European power plants -
Goetz, L.: Springer, Α.: Pietra, R.: Sabbioni, E. - viii, 56pp., 29tab. 
and 4fig.: 30cm: softcover: 200g: (EN) EUR 6998 
CD-N0-80-C10-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2384-5: ECU 6, BFR 250, 
IRL 4.20, UKL 3.30, USD 7.10. 
180 Mont-Dore: Étude structurale tridimensionnelle par des 
méthodes de sismique transmission - Hirn, Α.: Nercessian, A. -
microfiche 24x, 185p.; (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7334 
CD-ND-81-067-FR-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
181 Nouveau diaphragme pour électrolyseur - SRTI Bue -
microfiche 24x, 83p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7023 
CD-ND-81-036-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
30 
182 Optimization of gas evolving teflon bonded electrodes -
Tseung, A.C.C.: Rasiyah, P.: Man, M.C.M.: Yeung, K.L.L.: City 
University, London - microfiche 24x, 79pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7087 
CD-ND-81-095-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50. 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
183 Optimization of silicon solar cells intended to be operated 
under medium solar concentration - van Overstraeten, R. -
microfiche 24x, 42pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7097 
CD-ND-81-071-EN-A : ECU 2.17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
184 Passive solar heating with heat storage in the outside walls 
- Bahr, Α.: Piwecki, Η. - microfiche 24χ, 30pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7077 
CD-ND-81-085-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
185 Pozzo villaverla 1 interpretazione delle prove di produzione 
- AGIP s.p.Α., San Donato Milanese - microscheda 24x, 53pag.: 
(IT) [Energia - Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e 
innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 7113 
CD-ND-81-043-IT-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, 
USD 2.40. 
186 Preliminary guidelines for heat flow density determination -
Balling, N.: Haenel, R.: Ungemach, P.: Vasseur, G.: Wheildon, J. - ii, 
32pp., 4fig.: 30cm: stapled: 125g: (EN) [Energy- Commission of 
the European Communities: Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation] EUR 7360 
CD-ND-81-068-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2528-7: ECU 3,61, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.55, UKL 1.90, USD 4. 
187 Proceedings of the first contractors coordination meeting 
on photochemical, photoelectrochemical and photobiological 
processes (Project D) - 3microfiches 24x, 281pp.: (EN) [Energy-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7 199 
CD-ND-81-055-EN-A : ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, 
UKL 3.60, USD 7.20. 
188 Proceedings of the first coordination meeting of 
contractors "Energy from Biomass" (Project E): 18­19 
September 1980, Amsterdam - 4 microfiches 24x, 312pp.: (EN) 
[Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6883 
CD-ND-81-049-EN-A : ECU 8,68, BFR 360, IRL 6, UKL 4.80, 
USD 9.60. 
189 Process of deposition of single crystal silicon directly from 
the vapour phase - Franzosi, Α.: Giarda, L.: Pelosini, L.: Pizzini, S. 
- microfiche 24x, 48pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7093 
CD-ND-81-074-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
190 Production de paille de céréales et de tiges de maïs à des 
fins énergétiques: Production photosynthétique de metiere 
organique ­ Groupe E ­ 1 ère Phase 1 976­1977 - INRA, Paris -
microfiche 24x, 85p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7018 
CD-ND-81-033-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
191 The production of energy by photobiological methods -
Neenan, Ν.: Lyons, G. - 3 microfiches 24x, 200pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7084 
CD-ND-81-094-EN-A : ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, 
UKL 3.60, USD 7.20. 
192 Prospection géothermique intégrée dans le massif du 
Mont­Dore: Synthèse - Varet, J.: Stielfes, L.: Gérard, Α.: Fouillac, 
C: Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières - microfiche 24x, 
92p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7122 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20. USD 2.40. 
193 Prove su pozzi geotermici ad acqua dominante e modelli 
matematici interpretativi: Allegati 1 e 2 - ENEL - microscheda 
24x, 157pp.: (IT) [Energia - Direzione generale Mercato 
dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] EUR 7117 
ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, UKL 3.60, USD 7,20. 
194 Recrystallization of amorphous and small grain size 
polycrystalline silicon - Schins, W.J.H.: Daey Ouwens, C. -
microfiche 24x, 28pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7082 
CD-ND-81-092-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
195 Results of a very low frequency Magneto­Telluric survey in 
le Mont­Dore area: Interpretation report MT 5­EX ­
Exponential and harmonic solutions - BEICIP - 5 microfiche 24x, 
200pp.: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7318 
CD-ND-81-A48-EN-A : ECU 10,85, BFR 450, IRL 7.50, UKL 6, 
USD 12. 
196 The shallow subsurface temperature field in the 
Netherlands - Van Dalfsen, W.: Groundwater survey TNO - 2 
microfiches 24x, 102pp.: (EN) [Energy- Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7351 
CD-ND-81-061-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
197 Standard procedures for terrestrial photovoltaic 
performance measurements - Krebs, K. - microfiche 24x, 62pp.: 
(EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7078 
CD-ND-81-086-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
198 Stationäre Schwungrad­Energiespeicher - Gilhaus, Α.: Hau, 
E.: Gassner, G.: Huss, G.: Schauberger, H. - 2 Mikrokarten 24x, 
166S.; (DE) [Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und 
Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 7088 
CD-ND-81-087-DE-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
199 Synthèse et caractérisa t ion de nouvelles cathodes 
d'insertion du lithium - Bree, R.: Rouxel, J. - microfiche 24x, 
134p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 7069 
CD-ND-81-075-FR-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
200 Technologie industrielle decapsulation économique et 
fiable pour panneaux solaires de grandes dimensions - Anguet, 
J.: Salles, Y. - microfiche 24x 22p.: (FR) [Energie - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 7163 
CD-ND-81-064-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90. IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
201 Thermal energy storage systems (Part I) - O'Callaghan, 
P.W.: Smith, I.E.: Probert, S.D.: Bell, Μ.Α.: Cranfield Institute of 
Technology - 2microfiches 24x, 142pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7266 
CD-ND-81-057-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3. UKL 2.40. 
USD 4.80. 
202 Thermochemische Wasserstoffproduktion Trennverfahren 
- Cremer, H.: Knoche, K.F.: Wozny, G.: Generaldirektion Forschung, 
Wissenschaft und Bildung - 2 Mikrokarten 24x, 137S.: (DE) 
[Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation; 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7038 
CD-ND-81-034-DE-A : ECU 4,34. BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40. 
USD 4.80. 
203 Thermochemische Wasserstoffproduktion, 
Trennverfahren: Teil 1 - Verdampfungsgleichgewichte des 
Systems H20/H2SO4. Teil 2 - Die Bestimmung der gas- und 
flüssigkeitsseitigen Stoffübergangskoeffiziente sowie der 
Gleichgewichtslöslichkeit für das System S02/02-H20 - Hartmann, 
H.:RWTH, Aachen-2 Mikrokarten 24x. 161S.: (DE) [Energie-
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7042 
CD-ND-81-A35-DE-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
204 Untersuchung von Mit tel- und 
Hochtemperaturlatentwärmespeichermaterialien - Heine, D.: 
Heess, F.: Steiner, D.: I.K.E., Stuttgart - 2 Mikrokarten 24x, 113S.: 
(DE) [Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7065 
CD-ND-81-037-DE-A : ECU 4.34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
205 Wärmerückgewinnung aus Abwässern durch 
energiesparende Wärmepumpensysteme - Flohrschütz, R.: 
Hau, E.: Wiedmann, U.: Generaldirektion Forschung, Wissenschaft 
und Bildung - 3 Mikrokarten 24x, 285S.: (DE) [Energie -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7061 
CD-ND-81-041-DE-A : ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, 
UKL 3.60. USD 7.20. 
206 Wärmerückgewinnungsanlagen mit Reflux-Wärmerohren 
als Bauelemente - Groll, M.: Nguen-chi, H.: Krähling, H.: I.K.E., 
Stuttgart - 2 Mikrokarten 24x, 150S.: (DE) [Energie -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7006 
CD-ND-81-039-DE-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
207 Water electrolysis by high pressure (20-200 BARS) and 
medium-temperature (1 50-3O0°C) technique (continuation) -
Fischer, J.: Hofmann, H.: Luft, G.: Wendt, H.: Technische 
Hochschule, Darmstadt - microfiche 24x, 71 pp.: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7024 
CD-ND-81-050-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
1 620 Medicine and biological sciences 
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210 The minimum basic data set for hospital statistics in the 
EEC: Review of availability and comparability - Roger, H.: 
Biomedical Information Working Group: Committee for Scientific 
and Technical Information and Documentation - x, 152pp.: 23cm: 
softcover: 270g: (EN) [Medicine - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7162 
CD-NJ-81-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2437-X: ECU 10,90, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.55, UKL 5.80, USD 12.40. 
211 Pathogenesis of microbial infections after radiation injury -
Bazin, H. - v i , 135pp., 16 fig.. 2 tab.: 30cm: softcover: 390g: (EN) 
[Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6671 
CD-NP-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2276-8: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70, UKL 5.05, USD 12. 
212 Proceedings of the international symposium: The role of 
the physician in health education - Directorate-General 
Employment and Social Affairs - vii, 259pp., 4tab.: 30cm: 
softcover: 720g: (EN) [Medicine - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7110 
FR:81-209 
CD-NJ-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2266-0: ECU 19,35, 
BFR 800, IRL 13.50, UKL 10.50, USD 25. 
213 Proceedings 'Patient exposure to radiation in medical X-ray 
diagnosis': Possibilities for dose reduction - Drexler, G.: Eriskat, 
H.: Schibilla, H.: Gesellschaft für Strahlen- und Umweltforschung, 
Neuherberg - x, 470pp., num. fig. and graph.: 23cm: softcover: 
760g: Scientific seminar held at Munich-Neuherberg from 27 to 30 
April 1981 (EN) [Radioprotection-Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7438 
CD-NP-81-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2680-1: ECU 29,47, 
BFR 1200, IRL 20.20, UKL 17.50, USD 32.50. 
Reports of the Scientific Committee for Food: Eleventh 
series 125 
214 Seminar: Epidemiology and technical and medical 
prevention of coal miner's pneumoconiosis -
Directorate-General Employment and Social Affairs - iv, 243pp., 
num. fig.: 23cm: softcover: 410g: (EN) [Industrial health and safety 
- Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6879 
DE:81-214. FR:81 -215 
CD-NQ-80-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2070-6: ECU 13,70, 
BFR 570, IRL 9.60, UKL 7.80, USD 18.20. 
215 Symposium on Nutrit ion, Food Technology and Nutritional 
Information (London, 19-20 March 1980) - iv, 180pp.: 23cm: 
softcover: 320g: (EN) [Food-science and techniques -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7085 
DE:81 -215. FR:81-216 
CD-NR-81-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2404-3: ECU 12, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.40, UKL 6.55, USD 14,20. 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
208 Etude comparative des aspects médico-légaux des 
complications post-vaccinales dans États membres de la 
Communauté européenne - Auby, J.M.: Université de Bordeaux -
vii, 126p.: 30cm: broché: 380g: (FR) [Médecine - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 7019 
CD-NJ-80-003-FR-C ISBN 92-825-2137-0: ECU 6,25, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20, UKL 3.40. USD 8. 
209 Evaluation and mental health care - Sand, Ε.Α.: Baro, F.: 
Centre interuniversitaire belge, Santé et facteurs psycho-sociaux, 
Bruxelles -ν , 215pp. num. tab. and fig.: 23cm: softcover: 350g: 
(EN) [Medicine - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation] EUR 7172 
FR:81 -211 
CD-NJ-81-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2385-3: ECU 15,60, 
BFR 650, IRL 1 1, UKL 8.50, USD 18.50. 
PERIODICALS 
Euro-Abstracts, Section II: Coal - Steel. 
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32 
216 Agricultural measures to reduce radiation doses to man 
caused by severe nuclear accidents - van Dorp, F.: Eleveld, R.: 
Frissel, M.J.: ITAL Foundation, Wageningen - ix, 112pp., num. tab. 
and fig.: 30cm: softcover: 340g: (EN) [Radioprotection -
Commission of the European Communities: Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation] EUR 7370 
CD-NP-81-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2529-5: ECU 8.44, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.90, UKL 4.50, USD 9.25. 
21 7 Analysis of complete logical structures in system reliability 
assessment - Amendola, Α.: Clarotti, CA.: CNEN: Contini, S.: 
SIGEN: Spizzichino, F.: JRC, Ispra - microfiche 24x, 87pp.: (EN) 
[Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities) 
EUR 6886 
CD-NE-81-025-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
218 Annuario meteorologico 1 980 di Ispra. 22° - Bollini, G.: 
Galva, Α.: Gandino, C : Porrati-Maranzana, E.: Centro comune di 
ricerca, Ispra - 83pag., 33tab., 23grafici: 30cm: brossura: 250g: 
(IT) [Scienze fisiche - Commissione delle Comunità europee: 
Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione] 
EUR 7174 
CD-NA-81-002-IT-C ISBN 92-825-2452-3: ECU 6,10, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20, UKL 3.20, USD 6.85. 
Classement des produits chimiques dans le tarif douanier des 
Communautés européennes: n.lV 30 
Classification of chemicals in the customs tariff of the 
European Communities: n.lll 31 
Classification of chemicals in the customs tariff of the 
European Communities: n.VII, A, B, C 32 
Classificazione dei prodotti chimici nella tariffa doganale delle 
Comunità europee: n.V 33 
219 Commission Decision (81 /437/EEC) relating to the 
inventory of chemical substances - [EINECS (European Inventory 
of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
n.O- 76p.: 30cm: stapled: 220g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-235. DE:81-228. FR:81-225. GR:81-216. IT:81-224. 
NL:81 -219 
set: ECU 145, BFR 6000, IRL 101, UKL 78. USD 165: Soldonly 
as a complete set. 
220 Comparative steady state and dynamic studies on a large 
PWR fuelled with urenium and plutonium - Gibson, I.H. -
microfiche 24x, 18pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6856 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
221 Compendium of known substances - [EINECS (European 
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Name Section - 615pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1550g: Constructing 
EINECS - Basic documents (EN) 
CB-88-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2463-9: set: ECU 145, 
BFR 6000 , IRL 101, UKL 78, USD 165: Sold only as a complete 
set 
ISBN 92-825-2455-8: volume: ISBN for the 3 volumes. 
222 Compendium of known substances - [EINECS lEuropean 
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll: Registry number section - 404pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1050g: 
Constructing EINECS - Basic documents (EN) 
CB-88-81-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2463-9: set: ECU 145, 
BFR 6000, IRL 101, UKL 78, USD 165: Sold only as a complete 
set 
ISBN 92-825-2455-8: volume: ISBN for the 3 volumes of part 
two. 
223 Compendium of known substances - [EINECS (European 
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lll: Chemical substance definitions, UVCB index, Molecular 
formula section - 416pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1100g: Constructing 
EINECS - Basic documents (EN) 
CB-88-81-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2463-9: set; ECU 145, 
BFR 6000, IRL 101, UKL 78, USD 165: Sold only as a complete 
set 
ISBN 92-825-2455-8: volume: ISBN for the 3 volumes of part 
two. 
224 Constructing EINECS ­ Basic documents: Part one : 
European core inventory (ECOIN) and Part two : Compendium 
of known substances - Commission of the European Communities 
- 41 microfiches 24x: (EN) 
CB-32-81-746-EN-A ISBN 92-825-2420-5: ECU 145, 
BFR 6000 , IRL 101, UKL 78, USD 165: Available in paper 
edition. 
Council Directive of 1 5 July 1 980 amending the Directives 
laying down the basic safety standards for the health 
protection of the general public and workers against the 
dangers of ionizing radiation 255 
Dépôt de couches de silicium polycristallin à partir d'un bain 
sur des substrats en carbone 138 
Determinazione dell'acqua nei cloruri di ferro: Esame critico 
dei vari metodi 142 
225 Development and testing of the dose equivalent rate meter 
tandem for beta and photon radiation to be used in radiation 
protection - Böhm, J.: Hohlfeld, K.: Physikalisch-technische 
Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig -v , 27pp., 11 ill., 8tab.: 30cm: 
stapled: 120g: (EN) [Radioprotection - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 6845 
CD-NP-80-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1871-X: ECU 3, BFR 120, 
IRL 2, UKL 1.80, USD 4.30. 
Development process of silicon films obtained by rheotaxy on 
tinned sheet for solar cells 147 
226 The differential radiological impact of plutonium recycle in 
the light­water reactor fuel cycle: effluent discharges during 
normal operation - National Radiological Protection Board: 
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique, Fontanay-aux-Roses - 134pp., 
ix, num. tab.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: (EN) [Nuclear science and 
technology - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation] EUR 6992 
CD-NE-80-024-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2092-7: ECU 12, 
BFR 480, IRL 8, UKL 7, USD 16,70. 
227 The Dutch geologic radioactive waste disposal project -
Hamstra, J.: Verkerk, B. - iv, 228pp. num. fig. and num. ill.: 30cm: 
softcover: 620g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7151 
CD-NE-81-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2292-X: ECU 15,60, 
BFR 650, IRL 10.85, UKL 8.50, USD 18.50. 
228 Elements for a first study of the environmental impact of 
reprocessing spent U/Pu mixed­oxide fuel instead of spent 
uranium fuel (accident conditions) - Schmitten, W.I.D.: Stahl, 
D.: Velas, T.: Wincender, H. - microfiche 24x, 68pp.: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 6881 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
229 Das europäische Programm der kontrollierten Kernfusion -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften - 16S.: 30cm: Klammerheftung: 
50g: (DE) EUR 6269 
CD-NE-81-001-DE-C : kostenlos. 
33 
A European Atomic Energy Community report: Part I 
Comparative risks from electricity generating systems: Part II 
:Risk assessment of energy systems (Final report) 16 1 
230 European core inventory (ECOIN) - [EINECS (European 
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Cas Registry Number Section - 458pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
1 200g: Constructing EINECS - Basic documents (EN) 
CB-87-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2463-9: set: ECU 145, 
BFR 6000, IRL 101. UKL 78. USD 165: Sold only as a complete 
set 
ISBN 92-825-2454-X: volume: ISBN for the 4 volumes of part 
one. 
23 1 European core inventory (ECOIN) - [EINECS (European 
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll: Substance Name Section - 602pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1 550g: 
Constructing EINECS - Basic documents (EN) 
CB-87-81-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2463-9: set: ECU 145, 
BFR 6000, IRL 101, UKL 78, USD 165: Sold only as a complete 
set 
ISBN 92-825-2454-X: volume: ISBN for the 4 volumes of part 
one. 
232 European core inventory (ECOIN) - [EINECS (European 
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lll: Substance Name Section - 473pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1 250g: 
Constructing EINECS - Basic documents (EN) 
CB-87-81-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2463-9: set: ECU 145, 
8FR 6000, IRL 101, UKL 78, USD 165: Sold only as a complete 
set 
ISBN 92-825-2454-X: volume: ISBN for the 4 volumes of part 
one. 
233 European core inventory (ECOIN) - [EINECS (European 
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lV: Chemical substance definitions, UVCB index, Molecular 
formula section - 409pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1050g: Constructing 
EINECS - Basic documents (EN) 
CB-87-81-O04-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2463-9: set: ECU 145, 
BFR 6000, IRL 101, UKL 78, USD 165: Sold only as a complete 
set 
ISBN 92-825-2454-X: volume: ISBN for the 4 volumes of part 
one. 
234 Experimental data report on LOBI test A1 -04 - Ohlmer, E.: 
Fortescue, T.: Kolar, W.: Joint Research Centre, Ispra - 2 
microfiches 24x, 1 28pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6970 
ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4.80. 
The growth of silicon layers from the vapour phase on a liquid 
metal layer 169 
235 High flux materials testing reactor HFR Petten: 
Characteristics of facilities and standard irradiation devices -
Röttger, H.: Tas, Α.: von der Hardt, P.: Voorbraak, W.P.: JRC, 
Petten - 2 microfiches 24x. 1 13pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and 
technology - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 5700 
CD-NE-81-032-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
Indeling van chemische produkten in het douanetarief van de 
Europese Gemeenschappen: n.V! 35 
Meteríais division: facilitiee and equipment 12 1 
236 Measurement of density and of thermal expansion 
coefficient of sodium tetraborate (borax)-U02 and of sodium 
metaborate- UO2 solutions - Dalle Donne, M.: Dorner, S. -
microfiche 24x, 29pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7050 
ECU 2,1 7. BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
237 Mesh-generating and plotting facilities of the Lamcal 
program - Lamain, L.G. - microfiche 24x, 50pp.: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7099 
CD-NE-81-035-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50. 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
Misure di radioattività ambientale: Ispra 1 979 122 
238 Modelling of elasto-plastic material behaviour - Halleux, 
J.P.: Joint research centre, Ispra - v, 55pp.: 30cm: stapled: 190g: 
(EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Commission of the European 
Communities: Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation] EUR 7329 
CD-NE-81-028-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2477-9: ECU 3,61, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.55, UKL 1.90, USD 4. 
239 Monte Carlo calculation of sensitivity coefficients -
Matthes, W.: JRC, Ispra - microfiche 24x, 25pp.: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7148 
CD-NE-81-026-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
240 Naßverbrennung plutoniumhaltiger Abfälle. Ergebnisse von 
Arbeiten zur Verfahrensentwicklung und Abtrennung von Plutonium 
aus dem Rückstand - Wieczorek, H.: Kemmier, G.: Muhr, G.: 
Plessing, J.: Institut für nukleare Entsorgungstechnik - Mikrokarte 
24x, 58S.: (DE) [Energie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und 
Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 7052 
CD-NE-81-024-DE-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
241 Nuclear data guide for reactor neutron metrology: Part I: 
Activation reactions: Part II: Fission reactions - Zijp, W.L.: 
Baard, J.H.: Netherlands Energy Research Foundation, Petten - iv, 
236pp., num.tab. and fig.: 30cm: softcover: 650g: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7164 
CD-NE-81-019-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2395-0: ECU 15,60, 
BFR 650, IRL 11, UKL 8.50, USD 18.50. 
242 Post-test analysis for test A1 -04 (PREX Test) - Städtke, H.: 
ISPRA I. - 2 microfiches 24x, 11 7pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and 
technology - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6972 
CD-NE-81-030-EN-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, 
USD 4.80. 
The preparation and certification of six reference materials 
for Zn In Zn Ore concentrates 273 
243 Puissances virtuelles et travaux virtuels en mécanique des 
milieux continus micropolaires - Grossetie, J.C. - microfiche 24x, 
53p.: (FR) [Sciences et techniques nucléaires - Direction générale 
Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 7000 
CD-NE-81-034-FR-A : ECU 2.1 7, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, 
USD 2.40. 
Recrystallization of amorphous and small grain size 
potycrystalline silicon 
Reference materials for Hg, Pb, Mg, Fe, Cd, Cu and F in Zn ore 
contrate sample 276 
34 
Results of environmental measurements in the Member 
States of the European Community for air - deposition - water 
-mi lk 123 
244 Seminar on the radiological burden of man from natural 
radioactivity in the countries of the European Communities: 
Proceedings - Directorate-General Employment and Social Affairs: 
Directorate-General Research, Science and Education: Service 
Central de Protection contre les Rayonnements Ionisants, Le 
Vésinet, Paris - 6 microfiches 24x, 529pp.: (DE/EN/FR) 
[Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7173 
DE:81 -244. FR:81 -245 
ECU 13,02, BFR 540, IRL 9, UKL 7.20, USD 14.40. 
245 Situation et perspectives de l'utilisation des techniques de 
télémanipulation et d'automatisation pour les opérations 
industrielles en milieu radioactif - Guilloteau, R.: Le Guennec, R.: 
Dumond, S.: Société générale pour les techniques nauvelles - vi, 
95p.: 30cm: broché: 300g: (FR) [Sciences et techniques nucléaires 
- Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7417 
CD-NE-81-036-FR-C ISBN 92-825-2575-9: ECU 7,26, 
BFR 300, IRL 5. UKL 4, USD 7.60. 
246 Specification of test criteria for containers to be used in 
the air transport of plutonium - United Kingdom Atomic Energy 
Authority - 266pp.: 30cm: softcover: 700g: (EN) [Nuclear science 
and technology - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation] EUR 6994 
CD-NE-8O-026-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2089-7: ECU 21,25, 
BFR 850, IRL 14.30, UKL 12.40, USD 30. 
247 Storage of HLW in engineered structures: air-cooled and 
water-cooled concepts - Ahner, S.: Dekais, J.J.: Puttke, B.: 
Staner, P. - vi, 1 38pp., num. tab. and fig.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: 
(EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Commission of the European 
Communities: Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation] EUR 7340 
CD-NE-81-031-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2611-9: ECU 9,68, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70, UKL 5.30, USD 10.20. 
248 Study of the environmental impact of reprocessing spent 
U/Pu mixed-oxide fuel instead of spent uranium fuel - Stahl, 
D.: Wagner, W. - 2mìcrofiches 24x, 126pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science 
and technology - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communhies] EUR 6882 
ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4.80. 
38 
40 
Tarifering af kemiske produkter i toldtariffen for De 
europæiske Fællesskaber: η.I 
Tarif ierung chemischer Erzeugnisse im Zolltarif der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften: n.ll 
249 A technical review of l iquid/l iquid and solid/l iquid 
separation equipment in the field of nuclear-fuel reprocessing 
- Joint Research Centre, Ispra - ix, 340pp., num.tab.and fig.: 
30cm: softcover: 930g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6996 
CD-NE-80-028-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2136-2: ECU 25, 
BFR 1000, IRL 16.80, UKL 13.70. USD 32. 
250 A Theoretical Study on the Crowth of Large Sodium Vapor 
Bubbles in Liquid Sodium - Casadei, F. - microfiche 24x, 83pp.: 
(EN) [Nuclear science and technology- Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7053 
CD-NE-81-033-EN-A : ECU 2,1 7, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
251 Thermal desorption spectra, equilibrium desorption rates 
and equilibrium surface coverages of mechanically polished 
and of sand and bead-blasted inconel 600 surfaces -
Camposilvan, J.: Reiter, F.; JRC, Ispra - microfiche 24x, 47pp.: 
(EN) [Physical sciences - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7114 
CD-NA-81-001-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
252 Thermo- und fluiddynamische Analyse von gasgekühlten 
Brennelementbündeln bei Berücksichtigung von 
Wärmeleitung und Wärmestrahlung - Cevolani, S.: Institut für 
Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik - 3 Mikrokarten 24x, 201S.: 
(DE) [Kernforschung und -technologie - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 7051 
CD-NE-81-023-DE-A : ECU 6,51. BFR 270. IRL 4.50, 
UKL 3.60, USD 7.20. 
253 Trasmutazione neutronica di isotopi transuranici in un 
reattore veloce di potenza - Oliva, G.: Centro Comune di Ricerca, 
Ispra - microscheda 24x, 75pag.; (IT) [Scienze e tecniche nucleari -
Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: 
Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 7008 
CD-NE-81-027-IT-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, 
USD 2.40. 
1640 Safety at work 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
254 Ausarbeitung eines oder mehrerer Labortests zur 
Bestimmung der Schwerbrennbarkeit von Fördergurten mit 
Textileinlagen: Gemeinsame Forschung -
Versuchsgrubengesellschaft mbH - Mikrokarte 24x, 81S.: (DE) 
[Arbeitshygiene und -Sicherheit - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 6528 
CD-NQ-81-003-DE-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
255 Council Directive of 1 5 July 1 980 amending the Directives 
laying down the basic safety standards for the health 
protection of the general public and workers against the 
dangers of ionizing radiation - iii, 74pp.: 21cm: stapled: 125g: 
(EN) [Radioprotection: 21 - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7330 
DA:81-259. DE:81-259. FR:81-256. IT:81-255. NL:81-259 
CD-NP-81-O02-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2473-6: ECU 4,82, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.40, UKL 2.55, USD 5.30. 
Development and testing of the dose equivalent rate meter 
tandem for beta and photon radiation to be used in radiation 
protection 225 
256 Fourth symposium on neutron dosimetry: Proceedings -
Burger, G.: Gesellschaft für Strahlen- und Umweltforschung, 
Neuherberg: Ebert, H.G.: Directorate-General Research, Science and 
Education [Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
n.I: Radiation protection aspects - xxi, 707pp., num. tab. and fig.: 
23cm: softcover: 1130g: Symposium of 1-5 June 1981 at 
Munich-Neuherberg(EN)EUR 7448 
CD-ÑP-81-A05-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2676-3: set: ECU 61,39, 
BFR 2500, IRL 42, UKL 36.40, USD 67; Volumes I and II only 
sold together 
ISBN 92-825-2674-7: volume. 
257 Fourth symposium on neutron dosimetry: Proceedings -
Burger, G.: Gesellschaft für Strahlen- und Umweltforschung, 
Neuherberg: Ebert, H.G.: Directorate-General Research, Science and 
Education [Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
35 
n.ll: Beam dosimetry - xxi, 604pp. num. tab. and fig.: 23cm: 
softcover: 975g: Symposium of 1-5 June 1981 at 
Munich-Neuherberg(EN)EUR 7448 
CD-NP-81-B05-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2676-3: ECU 61,39. 
BFR 2500, IRL 42, UKL 36.40, USD 67: Volumes I and II only 
sold together 
ISBN 92-825-2675-5: volume. 
258 Human biological monitoring of industrial chemicals: 4. 
Inorganic lead - Directorate-General Employment and Social 
Affairs: Alessio, L.: Foa, V. -v i , 58pp., 12fig., 6tab.: 21cm: 
stapled: 100g: (EN) [Industrial health and safety-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6982 
CD-NQ-80-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2062-5: ECU 4,50, 
BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.60, USD 6.30. 
259 Proceedings of the International Workshop on 
Occupational Safety and Health Hazard Alert System -
Directorate-General Employment and Social Affairs: International 
Labour Office - v, 154pp.: 23cm: softcover: 280g: (EN) [Industrial 
health and safety - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation] EUR 6981 
CD-NG-80-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2071-4: ECU 12,85, 
BFR 515, IRL 8.60, UKL 7.50, USD 18. 
260 Technical and Human aspects of Diving and Diving Safety: 
Proceedings of the International Symposium organised by the 
Commission of the EC, Directorate for Health and Safety and 
the European Diving Technology Committee - 4 microfiches 
24x. 321pp.: (EN) [Industrial health and safety-
Directorate-General information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6995 
ECU 8,68, BFR 360, IRL 6, UKL 4.80, USD 9.60. 
261 Technical control of pollution in the iron and steel industry: 
Research progress report: 1 January 1 980 - Funck, Α.: ARBED: 
Will, G.: Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Employment and Social Affairs - viii, 166pp.: 
21cm: softcover: 240g: New edition (EN) [Industrial health and 
safety - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 5977 
DE:81-261. FR:81-260. IT:81-259. NL:81-261 
CD-NQ-81-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2659-3: ECU 9,73, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.75, UKL 5.50, USD 10. 
262 Untersuchungen über die Einflüsse der Strömungs­ und 
Staubverhältnisse am Arbeitsplatz... Feinstaub im 
menschlichen Atemtrakt, sowie die Bestimmung des 
einetembaren Gesamtstaubes und des lungengängigen 
Feinstaubes - Breuer, H.: Bergbauforschung GmbH, Essen -
Mikrokarte 24x, 34S.: (DE) [Arbeitshygiene und-Sicherheit -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 6529 
CD-NQ-81-002-DE-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
PERIODICALS 
Euro-Abstracts, Section II: Coal - Steel. 
1650 Industrial technical research 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Acquisition et rassemblement des données géothermiques 
disponibles et nouvelles dans la zone franco­belge de 
Saint­Ghislain à Saint­Amand­les­Eaux (Nord) 1 27 
Applicazione della sorgente a bagliore all'analisi diretta dei 
costituenti minerali nei carbone e coke - Centro Sperimentale 
Metallorgico, Roma - 1 microscheda 24x, 55pag.: (IT) [Ricerca 
tecnica carbone - Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e 
innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 7187 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
The conversion of coal into liquid hydrocarbon distillates by 
hydrocracking - National Coal Board, London - microfiche 24x, 
56pp.: (EN) [Technical coal research - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 6884 
CD-NB-81-007-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
Determinazione dei valori critici delle dimensioni delle 
inclusioni (silicati e ossidi complessi) negli acciai da 
costruzione per differenti applicazioni meccaniche - Baralis, C: 
Marone. M.: CERIMET, Torino - 3 microschede 24x, 200pag.: (IT) 
[Ricerca tecnica acciaio - Direzione generale Mercato 
dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] EUR 6931 
CD-NC-81-013-IT-A : ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, 
UKL 3.60, USD 7.20. 
Electrolytes solides flúores 149 
266 Entwicklung, Bau und Erprobung von zuverlässigen 
Überwachungsgeräten für Schachtführungseinrichtungen -
Versuchsgrubengesellschaft mbH, Dortmund - 3 Mikrokarten 24x, 
165S-: (DE) [Technische Forschung Kohle - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 7181 
ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, UKL 3.60, USD 7.20. 
267 Étude des possibilités d'amélioration du traitement final 
des eaux de cokeries dans un second étage biologique -
CERCHAR, Verneuil-en-Halatte - microfiche 24x, 93p.: (FR) 
[Recherche technique charbon - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 6952 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90. IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
Étude d'une cellule de génération électrolytique d'hydrogène 
avec depolarisation par SO2 159 
268 EUCO­COST 30: European project on electronic traffic aids 
on major roads - Directorate-General Research, Science and 
Education - xi, 124pp., 7fig.: 30cm: softcover: 380g: (NL) [Science 
and technology policy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7154 
0E:81-268. FR:81-269 
CD-NW-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2323-3: ECU 10,85, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.60, UKL 5.75, USD 12. 
269 Experimental investigation on coking coal pumpability 
through slurry pipelines: Final technical report - microfiche 
24x, 37pp.: (IT/EN) [Technical coal research - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7188 
IT:81 -278 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
270 Flambement des profils creux à parois minces: Cas des 
profils rectangulaires chargés axialement - Braham, M.: 
Rondai, J.: Université de Liège: Grimault, J.P.: COMETUBE, Paris -
3 microfiches 24x, 209p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier -
Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 6730 
CD-NC-81-014-FR-A : ECU 6,51, BFR 270, IRL 4.50, 
UKL 3.60, USD 7,20. 
27 1 Maschineller Flözstreckenvortrieb - Bergbau-Forschung 
GmbH, Essen - Mikrokarte 24x, 87S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung 
Kohle - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7116 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
36 
Mise au point de nouveaux électrocatalyseurs pour 
electrolyse avancé 175 
Optimization of gas evolving teflon bonded electrodes 182 
272 Preheating oven charges to extend the range of coals 
carbonized and to improve coke quality - NCB, London - x, 
91pp., num. tab. and fig.: 30cm: softcover: 290g: (EN) [Technical 
coal research - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation] EUR 7 180 
CD-NB-81-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2486-8: ECU 7,23, 
BFR 300, IRL 5.10, UKL 3.85, USD 8. 
273 The preparation and certification of six reference materials 
for Zn In Zn Ore concentrates - Rossi, G.: Van Audenhove, J.: 
Haemers, L. - microfiche 24x, 31pp.: (EN) [BCR-lnformation-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7130 
CD-NV-81-0O1-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
274 Production of steam for electricity generation or other 
uses from high-ash coals using fluidised bed combustion 
techniques - microfiche 24x, 15p.: (EN) [Technical coal research -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7410 
CD-NB-81-011-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1 50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
Prove su pozzi geotermici ed acqua dominante e modelli 
matematici interpretativi: Allegati 1 e 2 193 
275 Purificazione degli effluenti dei forni da coke: Rapporto 
tecnico - Rossello, A. (Ing): Nuova Fornicoke - 2 microschede 24x, 
125pag.: (IT) [Ricerca tecnica carbone - Direzione generale Mercato 
dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] EUR 7185 
ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4.80. 
276 Reference materials for Hg, Pb, Mg, Fe, Cd, Cu and F in Zn 
ore contrate sample - Rossi, G.: Haemers, L. - microfiche 24x, 
45pp.: (EN) [BCR-lnformation - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation; Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7131 
CD-NV-81-002-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
277 Relationship between properties of coke oven blends and 
coke product- NCB, London - ix, 91pp., 14tab., 23fig.: 30cm: 
softcover: 290g: (EN) [Technical coal research - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7179 
CD-NB-81-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2327-6: ECU 7,20, 
BFR 300, IRL 5, UKL 3.95, USD 8.60. 
Standard procedures for terrestrial photovoltaic performance 
measurements 197 
281 Télécommunications au fond, télécontrôle, télécommande 
des engins de transport - CERCHAR, Verneuil-en-Hatatte -
microfiche 24x, 82p.: (FR) [Recherche technique charbon -
Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 6949 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
Thermal desorption spectra, equilibrium desorption rates and 
equilibrium surface coverages of mechanically polished and of 
sand and bead-blasted inconel 600 surfaces 251 
282 Thermal stability of metallurgical coke - NCB - microfiche 
24x, 89pp.: (EN) [Technical coal research - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 7366 
CD-NB-81-009-EN-A : ECU 2.1 7, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
283 Valorisation des charbons à haute teneur en matières 
volatiles - microfiche 24x, 56p.: (FR) [Recherche technique 
charbon - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7412 
CD-ND-81-012-FR-A : ECU 2,17. BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
284 Valorisation des stériles. Utilisation de sables nodulares légers 
de schistes houillers comme matériau de garnissage de lit bactérien 
immergé - CERCHAR, Verneuil-en-Halatte - 2 microfiches 24x, 
57p.: (FR) [Recherche technique charbon - Direction générale 
Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 7182 
ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4.80. 
285 Veredlung von Kohle durch Hydrierung: Abschlußbericht -
Mikrokarte 24x, 22S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung Kohle -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 7 184 
ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
286 Weiterentwicklung und Erprobung von Verfahren und 
Geräten zur Staubbekämpfung durch Absaugen und 
Niederschlagen von Schwebestaub im Bereich der 
Ubergabestelle vom Streb zur Strecke - Breuer, H.: 
Bergbauforschung GmbH, Essen - 2 Mikrokarten 24x, 105S.: (DE) 
[Technische Forschung Kohle - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt 
und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 6530 
CD-NB-81-006-DE-A : ECU 4,34, BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40. 
USD 4.80. 
278 Répartition thermique en hauteur dans les grands fours à 
coke et amélioration de la répartition - Action expérimentale de 
Marienau - microfiche 24x, 42p.: (FR) [Recherche technique 
charbon - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 7367 
CD-NB-81-010-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 150 , 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
279 Solution of coal in supercritical solvents: Investigation of a 
continuous process - NCB, London - microfiche 24x, 53pp.: (EN) 
[Technical coal research - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7160 
CD-NB-81-008-EN-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90. IRL 1.50. 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
280 Stabilité des fronts et couronnes de charbon: Rapport final 
- Piquet, J.P.: CERCHAR, Nancy - 2 microfiches 24x, 105p.: (FR) 
[Recherche technique charbon - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7177 
ECU 4,34, BFR 180. IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4.80. 
1660 Agricultural research 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Acquisition et rassemblement des données géothermiques 
disponibles et nouvelles dans la zone franco-belge de 
Saint-Ghislain à Saint-Amand-les-Eaux (Nord) 127 
Agricultural measures to reduce radiation doses to man 
caused by severe nuclear accidents 216 
287 Anatomical jointing, tissue separation and weight 
recording:EEC standard method for beef - Williams, D.R.: 
Bergström, P.L.: Agricultural Research Council, Langford Bristol E.: 
Research Institute for Animal Husbandry, Zeist - microfiche 24x, 
30pp.: (EN) [Agriculture - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 6878 
CD-NK-81-007-EN-A : ECU 2.17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, 
UKL 1.20, USD 2.40. 
37 
288 CEC scientific workshop on bovine leucosis - Markson, L.M.: 
Central Veterinary Laboratory, Weybridge: Directorate-General 
Agriculture - iv, 145pp., num. tab. and fig.: 23cm: softcover: 250g: 
(EN) [Agriculture. Coordination of agricultural research -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6897 
CD-NK-80-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2061-7: ECU 7, BFR 285. 
IRL 4.80, UKL 4.20, USD 10. 
289 The cull cow as a beef producer - Directorate-General 
Agriculture: Allan, D.M.: Romita, A. - vi, 158pp., num. tab. and fig.: 
23cm: softcover: 320g: (EN) [Agriculture. Coordination of 
agricultural research - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 7326 
CD-NK-81-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2484-1: ECU 12,06, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.40, UKL 6.40, USD 13.20. 
Gemeinsame Forschung in Europa: Die koordinierte 
Agrarforschung der Europäischen 
Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft 57 
Prove su pozzi geotermici ad acqua dominante e modelli 
matematici interpretativi: Allegati 1 e 2 193 
1670 Information management 
1 690 Miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
294 Acts published in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities concerning Community scientific and technical 
research - Scientific and Technical Research Committee (CREST) -
x, 270pp.: 30cm: softcover: 740g: New edition: January 1974 to 
January 1981 (EN) [Science and technology policy-Commission of 
the European Communities: Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation] EUR 6362 
DA:81-294. DE:81-295. FR:81-295. IT:81-294. NL:81-294 
CD-NW-81-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2398-5: ECU 18, 
BFR 750, IRL 12.50, UKL 9.80, USD 21.30. 
COST: European Co-operation in the Field of Scientific and 
Technical Research 63 
Government financing of research and development 
1970-1980 304 
Innovazioni nate della ricerca communitaria 1 980 -
Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: 
Commissione delle Comunità europee - 15pag.: 25cm: cucitura a 
punto: 50g: (IT) 
DA:81 - 2 9 5 . NL:81 - 2 9 5 
CD-30-80-916-IT-C : gratuito. 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
290 DEVT - Data entry virtual terminal for EURONET/DIANE -
v, 41pp. num tab. and fig.: 30cm: stapled: 150g: (EN) [Information 
management - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 6986 
CD-NU-80-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2091-9: ECU 5,25, 
BFR 210, IRL 3.50, UKL 3, USD 7.30. 
PERIODICALS 
Euro-Abstracts, Section I - Euratom and EEC Research. Scientific 
and technical Publications and Patents. 
291 L'éducation nutritionnelle à l'école dans les pays de la 
Communauté européenne - Reginster-Haneuse, G. - microfiche 
24x, 93p.: (FR) [Médecine - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 7331 
CD-NJ-81-005-FR-A : ECU 2,17, BFR 90, IRL 1.50, UKL 1.20, 
USD 2.40. 
292 Future roles for synopsis publishing: Report of a seminar 
held in Luxembourg 9 and 10 October 1979 - O'Hare. Margaret 
H.: British Library, London - iv, 37pp.: 30cm: stapled: 140g: (EN) 
[Information management - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 6958 
CD-NU-80-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2090-0: ECU 6, 
BFR 240, IRL 4, UKL 3.50, USD 8.40. 
293 Glossary of the main legal und technical terms used in 
national laws and regulations concerning the building sector -
Directorate-General Internal Market and Industrial Affairs - 79pp.: 
30cm: stapled: 250g: (EN) [Information management -
Commission of the European Communities: Directorate-General 
Research, Science and Education] EUR 6805 
DE:81 - 2 9 3 . FR:81 - 2 9 4 
CD-NU-80-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1844-2: ECU 8,46, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.80, UKL 4.70, USD 1 1. 
PERIODICALS 
Euronet Diane News. 
17 Education and cultural policy 
1710 Education 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
296 Student Handbook: Higher education in the European 
Community: 1981 - Stassen, M.: Commission of the European 
Communities: Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD), 
Bonn-Bad Godesberg - 346pp., 116tab.: 25cm: softcover: 550g: 
(ENI 
DA:B1-296. DE:81-296. FR:81-297. GR:81-296. IT:81-296. 
NL:81 -296 
CB-32-81-253-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2432-9: ECU 4,35, 
BFR 180, IRL 3. UKL 2.40, USD 5. 
University studies on European integration 24 
PERIODICALS 
Europa-Informationen für die Jugendpresse. 
Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe". 
38 
1720 Culture 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
297 A handbook for plastic artists - Moulin, Raymonde - 199pp.: 
25cm: softcover: 385g: Preface by Gaston Thorn (EN) [Studies. 
Cultural matters series: 4 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
FR:81-298. IT:81-297. NL:81-298 
CB-NV-80-0O4-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2146-X: ECU 4.30. 
BFR 180, IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 5.80. 
298 La proprietà intellettuale nel diritto internazionale privato -
Ulmer, E. (Prof) - 122pag.: 25cm: brossura: 230g: (IT) [Studi. 
Settore culturale: 3 - Commissione delle Comunità europee] 
DA:81 -298. NL:81-297 
CB-NV-80-003-IT-C ISBN 92-825-1848-5: ECU 3.75, 
BFR 150. IRL 2.50, UKL 2.20, USD 4.80. 
18 Statistics 
1810 General statistics 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
299 ACP Basic statistics - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [General statistics (grey cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1981 - 137p.: 15cm: softcover: 105g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81-300 
CA-30-80-681-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2179-6: ECU 7,20, 
BFR 300, IRL 5, UKL 4.10. USD 9.60. 
300 Basic statistics of the Community: Comparison with some 
European countries. Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [General statistics 
(grey cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
19, 1981 - 205pp.: 16cm: softcover: 210g: (EN) 
DA:81-301. DE:81-301. FR:81-302. IT:81-301. NL:81-300 
CA-32-81-407-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2581-3: ECU 3,63, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2, USD 3.80. 
301 Eurostat Review 1 970-1979 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [General statistics (grey cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 -246p. : 30cm: softcover: 650g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:81-300. DE:81-3O0. FR:81-301. IT:81-300. NL:81-301 
CA-30-80-891-3D-C ISBN 92-825-2119-2: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70. UKL 5.50, USD 12.80. 
3 0 2 Βασικές στατιστικές τής Κοινότητος: Συγκρίσεις μέ ορισμένες 
Ευρωπαϊκές χώρες, μέ τον Καναδά, τις 'Ηνωμένες ΪΙολιτεϊες τής 
'Αμερικής, τήν 'Ισπανία καί τή Σοβιετική Ενωση - [Γενικές 
στατιστιηες [γκρίζο εξώφυλλο) - 'Επιτροπή τών Ευρωπαϊκών 
Κοινοτήτων] 
18, 1980 - \97αελ: 16cm: άδετο: 145g: (GR) 
CA-30-80-326-GR-C ISBN 92-825-2192-3: ECU 3,60, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2,25, USD 5.30. 
PERIODICALS 
Eurostat-news. 
1820 National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
303 General Government Accounts and Statistics 1971 -1978 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts. 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1981 -LXXXIV, 286p.: 30cm: softcover: 960g: (EN/FR/NL) 
FR:81 -304. NL:81 -307 
CA-31-80-263-3D-C ISBN 92-825-222 1-0: ECU 24,12, 
BFR 1000, IRL 16.85. UKL 12.80, USD 26.50. 
304 Government financing of research and development 
1970-1980 - Statistical Office of the European Communities -
189p.: 30cm: softcover: 510g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) [National 
accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
DA:81-307. DE:81-304. FR:81-310. IT:81-308. NL:81-306 
CA-32-81-172-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2415-9: ECU 14,4, 
BFR 600. IRL 10. UKL 7.90, USD 17. 
305 National accounts ESA - 1970-1978: Detailed financial 
tables - Statistical Office of the European Communities [National 
accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - xxii, 147p.: 30cm: softcover: 460g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:81-304. DE:81-308. FR:81-305. IT:81-303. NL:81-303 
CA-30-80-883-3D-C ISBN 92-825-2087-0: ECU 17,50, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.80. UKL 10.20, USD 24.30. 
306 National accounts ESA - Aggregates 1960-1979 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1981 -ix, 178pp.: 30cm: softcover: 560g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:81-306. DE:81-309. FR:81-306. IT:81-304. NL:81-305 
CA-30-80-875-3D-C ISBN 92-825-2134-6: ECU 9,75, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70, UKL 5.30, USD 13. 
307 National accounts ESA - Detailed tables by branch 
1970-1979 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 -xxviii, 134p.: 30cm: softcover: 380g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:81-305. DE:81-310. FR:81-307. IT:81-305. NL:81-304 
CA-32-81-116-3D-C ISBN 92-825-2406-X: ECU 21.60, 
BFR 900, IRL 15, UKL 11.75, USD 25.60. 
308 Regional accounts ESA: Deteiled tebles by branches -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1980- 91p.: 30cm: softcover: 280g: IDA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-309. DE:81-306. FR:81-308. IT:81-306. NL:81-310 
CA-30-80-552-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2074-9: ECU 19.50. 
BFR 800. IRL 13,60, UKL 12, USD 28. 
309 Regional accounts ESA: Detailed tables by branches -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1981 - 165p,: 30cm: softcover: 480g: IDA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-310 DE:81-307. FR:81-309. IT:81-307. NL:81-309 
CA-32-81-536-6A-C ISBN 92-825-1884-1: ECU 7,26, 
BFR 300, IRL 5, UKL 4, USD 7.60. 
310 Regional Statistics: The Community's financiei 
participation in investments - 1 979 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [National accounts, finance and balance of 
payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1981 - 81pp.: 30cm: softcover: 235g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81 -311 
CA-30-80-786-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2 157-5: ECU 4,95. 
BFR 200. IRL 3.40. UKL 2.70, USD 6.50. 
39 
Sistema europeo di conti economici integrati - SEC 89 
PERIODICALS 
Balances of payments: Quarterly data. 
PERIODICALS 
Hourly earnings: Hours of work. 
Unemployment: Monthly bulletin. 
Wages and incomes - Rapid information. 
1830 Population and social conditions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
311 Comparative study of the contingents entering and leaving 
the population of working age 1 973-1977 - Zighera, J.Α.: 
Guilloux, Α.: Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[Population and social conditions (yellow cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1981 - 149p.: 30cm: softcover: 660g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81 -312 
CA-30-80-867-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2108-7: ECU 4,80. 
BFR 200, IRL 3.40, UKL 2.70, USD 6.40. 
312 Demographic statistics 1 979 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 179p.: 30cm: softcover: 500g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-311. DE:81-312. FR:81-317. IT:81-317. NL:81-311 
CA-30-80-657-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2193-1: ECU 10,80, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.60, UKL 5.60, USD 13,30. 
313 Economic and social position of women in the Community -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Population and 
social conditions (yellow cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1981 -347p.: 30cm: softcover: 950g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81 -313 
CA-30-80-172-2A-C ISBN 92-825-1444-7: ECU 14,40, 
BFR 600, IRL 10, UKL 8.70. USD 2 1 . 
314 Employment and unemployment 1973-1979 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [Population and social 
conditions (yellow cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1980- 249p.: 30cm: softcover: 700g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:81-312. DE:81-311. FR:81-314. IT:81 -314. NL:81-317 
CA-30-80-495-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2191-5: ECU 12.40, 
BFR 500. IRL 8.40, UKL 6.80, USD 16. 
3 15 European system of integrated social protection statistics 
(ESSPROS) - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[Population and social conditions (yellow cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
Part 1: Methodology-92pp.: 30cm: softcover: 280g: (EN) 
DA:81-315. 0E:81-315. FR:81-318. IT:B1 - 316. NL:81-314 
CA-82-80-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2065-X: ECU 6.10. 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20, UKL 3.40, USD 8. 
3 16 Labour force sample survey 1979 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 145p.: 30cm: softcover: 410g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81 -315 
CA-31-80-312-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2305-5: ECU 3,60, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50. UKL 2, USD 4.30. 
The minimum basic data set for hospital statistics in the EEC: 
Review of availability and comparability 210 
317 Pensioners in the Community 1 977 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 -61p. : 30cm: softcover: 200g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81 -316 
CA-31-80-O45-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2 190-7: ECU 9,90, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70, UKL 5.50, USD 12.80. 
1840 Industry and services 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
318 Analysis of trade between the European Community and 
the Latin American countries 1 965-1980 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [External trade (red cover) - Commission 
of the European Communities] 
1981 -x . 424pp.; num.ill.: 30cm: softcover: 1100g: (EN) 
CA-32-81-245-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2576-7: ECU 12,10. 
BFR 500, IRL 8.40, UKL 6.65, USD 12.70. 
319 EC raw materials balance sheets 1975-1 978 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [Industry and services (blue 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - xii, 263p.: 30cm: softcover: 625g: (DE/EN/FR) 
DE:81 -319. FR:81 -323 
CA-30-80-544-3A-C ISBN 92-825-1964-3: ECU 12, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.30, UKL 7.50, USD 17.50. 
320 Energy statistics yearbook 1 979 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 162pp.graphs: 30cm: softcover: 450g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:81-321. FR:81-320. IT:81 -319 
CA-30-80-334-4A-C ISBN 92-825-2306-3: ECU 24, 
BFR 1000, IRL 16.70, UKL 13.10, USD 28.50. 
321 Iron and steel yearbook 1980 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981-xxxix, 123p., 12ÌII.: 30cm: softcover: 450g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:81-320. FR:81-321. IT:81-320 
CA-30-80-471-4A-C ISBN 92-825-2086-2: ECU 24,40, 
BFR 1000. IRL 16.80, UKL 14.50, USD 35. 
322 Operation of nuclear power stations 1 980 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 145p.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81 -324 
CA-32-81-132-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2585-6: ECU 9,68, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70, UKL 5.30, USD 10.20. 
323 Statistical yearbook of transport, communications, tourism 
1978-1979 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[Industry and services (blue cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1981 - cxxiv, 259p.: 30cm: softcover: 1 100g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:81-323. FR:81-322. IT:81-321 
CA-32-81-447-4A-C ISBN 92-825-1664-4: ECU 19,36, 
BFR 800, IRL 13.40, UKL 10.60, USD 20.50. 
324 Structure and activity of industry 1 976 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981: Main results - 259p.: 30cm: softcover: 700g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-321. DE:81-324. FR:81-325. IT:81-324. NL:81-324 
CA-32-81-035-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2367-5: ECU 16,80, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.70. UKL 9.20, USD 20. 
PERIODICALS 
Coal: monthly bulletin. 
Electrical energy: monthly bulletin. 
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Energy statistics: Monthly bulletin a) Coal, b) Hydrocarbons, c) 
Electrical energy. 
Hydrocarbons: monthly bulletin. 
Industrial short-term trends. 
Iron and steel: monthly bulletin. 
Iron and steel: quarterly and monthly bulletins. 
Iron and steel: quarterly bulletin. 
331 Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975 - Istituto statistico delle Comunità europee [Agricoltura, 
foreste e pesca (copertina verde) - Commissione dette Comunità 
europee] 
n.4: Distribuzione di frequenza dei risultati selezionati: distribuzioni 
generali - 281pag.: 30cm: brossura: 750g: (IT) 
DA:81 ­ 3 2 9 . NL:81 ­ 3 2 9 
CA-74-78-004-IT-C ISBN 92-825-1281-9: bozza: ECU 47.50, 
BFR 1900. UKL 29, USD 65: Volumi 1-6 
ISBN 92-825-1278-9: volume: ECU 11,50, BFR 460. UKL 7, 
USD 15,80: Volume A. 
1850 Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Agricultural price statistics 1969-1 979: 1980 42 
325 Agricultural price statistics 1969-1 980 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - XXXVII, 292p.: 30cm: softcover: 920g: (DE/EN/FR/ITI 
DE:81-325. FR:81-337. IT:81-336 
CA-32-81-455-4A-C ISBN 92-825-1663-6: ECU 14.52, 
BFR 600, IRL 10, UKL 8. USD 15.50. 
326 EC agricultural price indices (output and input) 1 973-1980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [Agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries (green cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1981 -85p. : 30cm: softcover: 250g: (DE/EN/FR/ΓΤ) 
DE:81-327. FR:B1-334. IT:81-332 
CA-32-81-277-4A-C ISBN 92-825-2540-6: ECU 3,63. 
BFR 150, IRL 2.50, UKL 2, USD 3.80. 
327 Economic accounts - Agriculture, forestry - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
(green cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - xlv. 107p.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-336. DE:81-329. FR:81-327. IT:81-326. NL:81-335 
CA-30-80-714-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2375-6: ECU 12. 
BFR 500, IRL 8.35. UKL 6.55, USD 14.20. 
332 Indagine comunitaria sulle struttura delle aziende agricola 
1975 - Istituto statistico delle Comunità europea [Agricoltura, 
foreste e pesca (copertina verde) - Commissione deHe Comunità 
europee] 
n.5: Distribuzione di frequenza dei risultati selezionati: utilizzazione 
delle terre - 237pag.: 30cm: brossura: 630g: (IT) 
DA:81 ­ 3 3 0 . NL:81 ­ 3 3 0 
CA-74-78-005-IT-C ISBN 92-825-1274-6: bozza: ECU 47,50, 
BFR 1900, UKL 29, USO 65: Volumi 1-6 
ISBN 92-825-1279-7: volume: ECU 10, BFR 400, UKL 6, 
USD 13,70: Volume 5. 
333 Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura della aziende agricola 
1975 - Istituto statistico delle Comunità europee [Agricoltura, 
foreste e pesca (copertina verde) - Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] 
n.6: Distribuzione di frequenza dei risultati selezionati: allevamento 
del bestiame - 367pag.: 30cm: brossura: 960g: (IT) 
DA:81 ­ 3 3 1 . NL:81­331 
CA-74-78-006-IT-C ISBN 92-825-1281-9: bozza: ECU 47,50, 
BFR 1900, UKL 29. USD 65: Volumi 1-6 
ISBN 92-825-1280-0: volume: ECU 15,50, BFR 620, 
UKL 9.50, USD 21,20: Volume 6. 
334 Overall accounts on the Community supply situation based 
on grain-equivalents - Thiede, G. (Dr): Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - vi, 89pp.: 30cm: softcover: 280g: (EN) 
[Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green cover). Agricultural 
statistical studies: 22 - Commission of the European Communities] 
0E:81-330. FR:81-328 
CA-NG-80-022-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1873-6: ECU 6,25. 
BFR 250, IRL 4.20, UKL 3.80, USD 8.60. 
328 Fisheries: Catches by region 1967-1979 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 221p.: 30cm: softcover: 600g: IDA/DE/EN/FR/iT/NLI 
DA:81­332 . DE:81­328. FR:81­335. IT :81­334. NL:81­336 
CA-31-80-093-6A-C ISBN 92-825-2174-5: ECU 19,20, 
BFR 800. IRL 13.50, UKL 1 1, USD 25,60. 
Forestry statistics 1973-1977: 1981 55 
329 Indagine comunitaria sulla struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975 - Istituto statistico delle Comunità europee [Agricoltura, 
foreste e pesca (copertina verde) - Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] 
n.2: Risultati principali - 143pag.: 30cm: brossura: 380g: (IT) 
DA:81-327. NL:81-327 
CA-74-78-002-IT-C ISBN 92-825-1281-9: bozza: ECU 47.50, 
BFR 1900, UKL 29, USD 65: Volumi 1-6 
ISBN 92-825-1276-2: volume: ECU 6. BFR 240, UKL 3.60, 
USD 8.20: Volume 2. 
330 Indagine comunitaria sulle struttura delle aziende agricole 
1975 - Istituto statistico delle Comunità europee [Agricoltura, 
foreste e pesca (copertina verde) - Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] 
n.3: Inventario di risultati secondo l'ampiezza delle aziende -
233pag.: 30cm: brossura: 620g: (ITI 
DA:81 ­ 3 2 8 . NL:81 ­ 3 2 8 
CA-74-78-003-IT-C ISBN 92-825-1281-9: bozza: ECU 47,50, 
BFR 1900, UKL 29, USD 65: Volumi 1-6 
ISBN 92-825-1277-0: volume: ECU 10, BFR 400, UKL 6, 
USD 13.70: Volume 3. 
335 Prices of frui t , vegetables and potatoes 1977-1978 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry 
and fisheries (green cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1980 - xxviii, 98p.: 30cm: softcover: 350g: (DE/EN/FR/ITI 
DE:81­336. FR:81­336. IT :81­336 
CA-28-79-980-4A-C ISBN 92-825-2006-4: ECU 7,50, 
BFR 300. IRL 5. UKL 4.50. USD 10.50. 
336 Yearbook of agricultural statistics 1976-1979 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries (green cover) - Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
1981 - xxx. 297p., 36ÍII.: 23cm: softcover: 500g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81­333. DE:81­326. FR:81­326. IT:81­326. NL:81­332 
CA-30-80-463-4A-C ISBN 92-825-2189-3: ECU 12, 
BFR 500. IRL 8.40, UKL 6.80, USD 16. 
PERIODICALS 
Agricultural Markets: Prices. 
Animal production. 
Crop production. 
EC-agricultural price indices (Output and Input). 
Fisheries: Quantity and value of landings in the EC. 
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ACP: Yearbook of foreign trade statistics 1972­1 978: 
1981 95 
337 Analysis of trade between the European Community and 
the Arab League countries - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - 543pp., num. ill.,: 30cm: softcover: 1 400g: (EN) 
[External trade (red cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
FR:81-338 
CA-30-80-423-EN-C ISBN 92-825-1907-4: ECU 28,50, 
BFR 1140, IRL 19, UKL 17.15, USD 40,40. 
338 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC/CTCI, rev. 2­1980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l: Countries - Products - xlii, 557p.: 30cm: softcover: 1500g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81­338. DE:81­338. FR:81­356. GR:81­351 . IT:81­355. 
NL:81­338 
CA-ND-81-001-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217,80, 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2542-2: volume: ECU 36,30, BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.10. UKL 20, USD 38. 
339 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC/CTCI, rev. 2­1 980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.ll, 0-4: Imports - xxiv, 225p.: 30cm: softcover: 650g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-339. OE:81-339. FR:81-357. GR:81-352. IT:81-356. 
NL:81 -339 
CA-ND-81-002-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217.80, 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2543-0: volume: ECU 36,30. BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.10. UKL 20. USD 38. 
340 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC/CTCI, rev. 2­1 980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lll, 0-4: Exports - xxiv, 285p.: 30cm: softcover: 780g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81­340 . DE:81­340 . FR:81­358. GR:81­353. IT:81 ­ 357 
NL:81 ­ 3 4 0 
CA-ND-81-003-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217,80. 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2544-9: volume: ECU 36,30, BFR 1500. 
IRL 25.10. UKL 20, USD 38. 
341 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC / CTCI, rev. 2­1980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.lV. 5: Imports + exports - xxxiv, 336p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1000g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
D A : 8 1 ­ 3 4 1 . D E : 8 1 ­ 3 4 1 . FR:81­359. GR:81­354. IT :81­358. 
NL:81 ­ 3 4 1 
CA-ND-81-004-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217,80. 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2545-7: volume: ECU 36,30, BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.10, UKL 20, USD 38. 
342 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC/CTCI, rev. 2­1 980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.V. 6: Imports- xxv, 218p.: 30cm: softcover: 620g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81­342. OE:81­342. FR:81­360 . GR:81­355. IT:81 ­ 3 5 9 . 
NL:81 ­342 
CA-ND-81-005-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217,80, 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2546-5: volume: ECU 36,30, BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.10. UKL 20. USD 38. 
343 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC / CTCI, rev. 2­1980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover)'- Commission of the European Communities] 
n.VI, 6: Exports - xxv, 422p.: 30cm: softcover: 1150g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81­343. DE:81­343. FR:81 ­361 . GR:81­356. IT :81­360 . 
NL:81 ­ 3 4 3 
CA-ND-81-006-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217,80, 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2547-3: volume: ECU 36,30, BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.10, UKL 20. USD 38. 
344 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC/CTCI. rev. 2­1980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.VII, 7: Imports + exports - xxiii, 633p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1700g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81­344. DE:81­344. FR:81­362. GR:81 ­ 367. IT:81 ­ 361 . 
NL:81­344 
CA-ND-81-007-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217,80, 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2548-1: volume: ECU 36,30, BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.10. UKL 20, USD 38. 
345 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ SITC/CTCI, rev. 2­1980 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.VIII, 8-9: Imports + exports - xxiii, 438p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1 180g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:81­345. DE:81­345. FR:81­363. GR:81 ­ 358. IT :81­362. 
NL:81 ­ 3 4 5 
CA-ND-81-008-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2550-3: set: ECU 217,80, 
BFR 9000, IRL 150, UKL 120, USD 230: Complete special series 
ISBN 92-825-2549-X: volume: ECU 36,30, BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.10, UKL 20, USD 38. 
346 EC­China: A statistical analysis of foreign trade 1970­1979 
- Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 98p.: 30cm: softcover: 280g: (EN/FR) 
DE:81­347. FR:81­339. IT :81­338 
CA-32-81-027-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2307-1: ECU 7,20, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.95, UKL 4.40, USD 10.50. 
347 EC­World Trade: A statistical analysis 1963­1979 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities - 649p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 1680g: (EN/FR) [External trade (red cover) - Commission 
of the European Communities] 
FR:81 ­ 3 4 0 
CA-30-80-697-2A-C ISBN 92-825-2232-6: ECU 16,80, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.80. UKL 9.60. USD 22.40. 
348 Geonomenclature 1981 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities- 186p.: 30cm: softcover: 600g: 
¡DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) [External trade (red cover) - Commission 
of the European Communities] 
DA:81-348. DE:81-348. FR:81-341. GR:81-360. IT:81-340. 
NL:81 -348 
CA-32-81-043-7C-C ISBN 92-825-2354-3: ECU 9,60, 
BFR 400, IRL 6.70. UKL 5.25, USD 11.50. 
349 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A - Ζ - microfiche: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-349. DE:81-349. FR:81-342. GR:81-337. IT:81 -341. 
NL:81 -349 
CA-89-81-001-8A-A ISBN 92-825-2519-8: set: ECU 72,30. 
BFR 3000, IRL 5 1 , UKL 38.50, USD 80: Complete series. 
350 NIMEXE 1980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.A 01-24: Live animals and animal and vegetable products: fats 
and oils: foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco - xx, 724p., xxi-xlv: 
30cm: softcover: 1 180g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
42 
OA:81-350. DE:81-350. FR:81-343. GR:81-338. IT:81-342. 
NL:81-350 
CA-NC-81-001-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2505-8: volume: ECU 48,25. BFR 2000. 
IRL 33.70, UKL 25.60. USD 53. 
351 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.B: 25-27: Mineral products - xx, 123p., xxi-xlv-21, Ox 29, 7cm: 
softcover: 480g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-351. DE:81-351. FR:81-344. GR:81-339. IT:81-343. 
NL:81 -351 
CA-NC-81 -002-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2506-6: volume: BFR 400, IRL 6.75, UKL 5.10, 
USD 10.60. 
352 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.C 28-38: Products of the chemical and allied industries - xx, 
635p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: softcover: 1100g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-352. DE:81-352. FR:81-345. GR:81-340. IT:81-344. 
NL:81-352 
CA-NC-81-003-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2507-4: volume: ECU 48.25, BFR 2000, 
IRL 33.70, UKL 25.60, USD 53. 
353 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.D 39-43: Plastics, rubber, raw hides and skins, leather, furskins 
and articles thereof: saddlery and harness; morocco leather goods; 
travel goods - xx, 303p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 910g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-353. DE:81-353. FR:81-346. GR:81-341. IT:81-345. 
NL:81 -353 
CA-NC-81-004-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380. 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2508-2: volume: ECU 24,12. BFR 1000, 
IRL 16.85, UKL 12.80, USD 26.50. 
354 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.E 44-49: Wood, cork, paper, paperboard and articles thereof: 
manufactures of plaiting materials and basketware - xx, 223p., 
xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 710g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-354. DE:81-354. FR:81-347. GR:81-350. IT:81-346. 
NL:81-354 
CA-NC-81-005-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380. 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2509-0: volume: ECU 24,12, BFR " 0 0 0 , 
IRL 16.85, UKL 12.80. USD 26.50. 
355 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.F 50-67: Textiles and textile articles: shoes; headgear; umbrellas 
and sunshades:... - xx, 759p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 1280g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-355. DE:81-355. FR:81-348. GR:81-342. IT:81-347. 
NL:81 -355 
CA-NC-81-006-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set ECU 380. 
BFR 15750. IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2510-4: volume: ECU 59.90. BFR 2400. 
IRL 40.50, UKL 30.80. USD 64. 
356 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.G 68-72: Articles of stone, of plaster, of cement ceramics: 
glass and glassware; pearls, precious stones, jewellery; coins - xx, 
258p.. xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 780g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-356. DE:81-356. FR:81-349. GR:81-343. IT:81-348 
NL:81 -356 
CA-NC-81-007-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380. 
BFR 15750. IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2511-2: volume: ECU 24,12, BFR 1000. 
IRL 16.85, UKL 12.80, USD 26.50. 
357 NIMEXE 1980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.H 73: Iron and steel - xx. 342p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 1030g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:81-357. DE:81-357. FR:81-350. GR:81-344. IT:81-349. 
NL:81 -357 
CA-NC-81-008-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750. IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 . USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2512-0: volume: ECU 28.95, BFR 1200, 
IRL 20.25, UKL 15.40, USD 32. 
358 NIMEXE 1 980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l 74-83: Base metals (except iron and steel) and articles thereof -
xx, 280p.. xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 860g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-358. DE:81-358. FR:81-351. GR:81-345. IT:81-360. 
NL 81-358 
CA-NC-81-009-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2513-9: volume: ECU 2412, BFR 1000, 
IRL 16.85. UKL 12.80, USD 26.50. 
359 NIMEXE 1980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.J 84-85: Machinery and mechanical appliances: elektrotechnical 
apparatus - xx, 1160p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 1900g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-359. DE:81-359. FR:81-352. GR:81-346. IT:81 -351. 
NL:81 -359 
CA-NC-81-010-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 . USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2514-7: volume: ECU 7961. BFR 3300. 
IRL 55.60. UKL 42.20, USD 87. 
360 NIMEXE 1980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.K 86-89: Means of transportation - xx, 194p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: 8: 
A: 660g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-360. DE:81-360. FR:81-353. GR:81-347. IT:81-352. 
NL:81 -360 
CA-NC-81-011-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380. 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2518-X: volume: ECU 15,68, BFR 650, IRL 11. 
UKL 8.30, USD 17.20. 
361 NIMEXE 1980: Analytical tebles of foreign trede - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.L 90-99: Optical, photographic, cinematographic and medical 
instruments, apparatus and appliances... arms and ammunition: 
miscellaneous articles - xx, 462p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 1300g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NLI 
DA:81-361. DE:81-361. FR:81-354. GR:81-348. IT:81-353. 
NL:81 -361 
CA-NC-81-012-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2516-3: volume: ECU 36,19, BFR 1500, 
IRL 25.30, UKL 19.20. USD 40. 
362 NIMEXE 1980: Analytical tables of foreign trade - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Z: Countries-Products - xx, 276p., xxi-xlv: 30cm: B: A: 810g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
43 
DA:81 -362 . DE:81-362 . FR:81-355 . GR:81-349. IT :81 -354 . 
NL:81 - 3 6 2 
CA-NC-81-013-8A-C ISBN 92-825-2518-X: set: ECU 380, 
BFR 15750, IRL 266, UKL 2 0 1 , USD 416 
ISBN 92-825-2517-1: volume: ECU 48,25, BFR 2000, 
IRL 33.70, UKL 25.60, USD 53. 
363 reener; 'Ονοματολογία τών Οικονομικών Δραστηριοτήτων στις 
Ευρωπαϊκές Κοινότητες: Ν.Α.CE. - 1970 - 101σ.: 30cm: άδετο: 
300g: (GR) [Βιομηχανία και υπηρεσίες (γαλάζιο εξώφυλλο) -
'Επιτροπή τών Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων] 
CA-31-80-287-GR-C ISBN 92-825-2240-7: ECU 3, BFR 125. 
PERIODICALS 
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1890 Miscellaneous 
PERIODICALS 
Eurostatistics: Data for short-term economic analysis. 
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364 Bibliographie sur la politique regionale - Service Central de 
Documentation - 160p.: 30cm: broché: 450g: Manuscrit terminé le 
15.2.1981 (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements documentaires: B 13/11 
- Commission des Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-81-013-FR-C : ECU 1,25. BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
365 Bibliographie sur le droit de la mer - Service Central de 
Documentation - 67p.: 30cm: agrafé: 200g: Manuscrit terminé le 
15.12.1980 (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements documentaires: B 28 
- Commission des Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-81-028-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1,75. 
366 Bibliographie sur l'emploi et la politique sociale - Service 
Central de Documentation - 193p.: 30cm: broché: 500g: 
Manuscrit terminé le 30.9.1980 (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 




ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
Bibliographie sur l'énergie - Service Central de Documentation 
- 135p.: 30cm: agrafé: 350g: Manuscrit terminé le 1.7.1981 (FR) 
[Bulletin de renseignements documentaires: B 2/I - Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-81-A02-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50. IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
Bibliographie sur les marches publics - Service Central de 
Documentation - 29p.: 30cm: agrafé: 100g: Manuscrit terminé le 
15.10.1980 (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements documentaires: B 25 
- Commission des Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-8O-025-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
369 Bibliographie sur les politiques de structures agricoles -
Service Central de Documentation- 181p.: 30cm: broché: 480g: 
Manuscrit terminé le 15.6.1980 (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 
documentaires: B 23 - Commission des Communautés 
européennes] 
CB-AK-80-023-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
370 Bibliographie sur les relations de la Communauté avec les 
pays industrialisés - Service Central de Documentation - 119p.: 
30cm: agrafé: 330g: Manuscrit terminé le 15.11.1980 (FR) 
[Bulletin de renseignements documentaires: B 27 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-81-027-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1,75. 
371 Bibliographie sur l'harmonisation des législations: 
phytosanìtaire, des plants et semences, et forestière - Service 
Central de Documentation - 31p.: 30cm: agrafé: 100g: Manuscrit 
terminé le 22.4.1981 (FR) [Bulletin de renseignements 
documentaires: B 8 - Commission des Communautés européennes] 
CB-AK-81-008-FR-C : ECU 1,25, BFR 50, IRL 0.85, UKL 0.75, 
USD 1.75. 
Index 1975: Bulletin of the European Communities and Ninth 
General Report: 1975 12 
Index 1976: Bulletin of the European Communities end Tenth 
General Report: 1 976 13 
Index 1977: Bulletin of the European Communities and 
Eleventh General Report: 1977 14 
372 Publications and documents of the EC received by the 
Library - Commission of the European Communities - 230p.: 
30cm: softcover: 1200g: bibliography. 1978-1980 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:81-372 . DE:81-374. FR:81-373. GR:81-364. IT :81-372 . 
NL:81 - 3 7 2 
CB-32-81-803-7A-C ISBN 92-825-2593-7: ECU 7,26, 
BFR 300, IRL 5, UKL 4, USD 7,60. 
373 Radio - TV - Film: plans d'archives - Direction générale Groupe 
du porte-parole et direction générale de l'information - 27p.: 30cm: 
agrafé: 100g: Manuscrit terminé en avril 1981 (FR) [Bulletin de 
renseignements documentaires. Supplément D/RTVF/FR: 81/1 -
Commission des Communautés européennes] 
CB-AY-81-001-FR-C : ECU 0,85, BFR 35, IRL 0.60, UKL 0.50, 
USD 0.90. 
374 Radio - TV - Film: vidéo - Direction générale Groupe du 
porte-parole et direction générale de l'information - 27p.: 30cm: 
agrafé: 100g: Manuscrit terminé en avril 1981 (FR) [Bulletin de 
renseignements documentaires. Supplément D/RTVF/FR: 81/2 -
Commission des Communautés européennes] 
CB-AY-81-002-FR-C : ECU 0,85, BFR 35, IRL 0.60, UKL 0.50, 
USD 0.90. 
PERIODICALS 
Bulletin: European Documentation Centres - Depositary Libraries. 
Documentation bulletin A. 
Documentation bulletin B. 
Documentation bulletin C. 
Dokumente und Publikationen. 
EF dokumentation. 
List of additions to the Library of the CEC. 
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20 Miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
375 European Communities Glossary, French - English: 7th 
edition, supplement 1980 - Council of the European Communities: 
Terminology service-1182pp: 25cm: softcover: 1 725g: (EN/FR) 
FR:81-376 
BX-30-80-625-2A-C ISBN 92-824-0056-5: ECU 12,50, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.30, UKL 7.60, USD 17. 
PERIODICALS 
Euro-Abstracts, Section I - Euratom and EEC Research. Scientific 
and technical Publications and Patents. 




Ρ1 30 jours d'Europe - Commission des Communautés européennes 
- Paris - 28cm: (FR) - mensuel, 
abonnement: Prix pour étudiants: FF 30. 
P2 Agricultural Markets: Prices - Commission of the European 
Communities: Directorate-General Agriculture - 30cm: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) - monthly. 
0 A : 8 1 - P 6 9 . DE:81-P2. FR:81-P66. GR:81-P2. IT:81-P65. 
NL:81 -P63 
subscription: ECU 61,39, BFR 2500, IRL 42, UKL 36.40, 
USD 71.50. 
P3 Animal production - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - quarterly. 
DA:81-P2 . DE:81-P76. FR:81-P71. IT :81-P70. NL:81-P17 
ISSN 0250-6580: subscription: ECU 27,01, BFR 1100, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 16, USD 31.50. 
P4 Avrupa - Commission of the European Communities - Ankara - 27 
cm: (TR) - monthly, 
free of charge. 
P5 Background Report - Commission of the European Communities 
- London - 30cm: (EN) - irregular, 
free of charge. 
P6 Balances of payments: Quarterly data - Commission of the 
European Communities: Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (EN/FR) - quarterly. 
FR:81 -P4 
ISSN 0251-1800: subscription: ECU 8,84, BFR 360, IRL 6, 
UKL 5.20, USD 10.30. 
P7 Berichte und Informationen - Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften - Bonn - 30cm: (DE) - zweimal wöchentlich, 
kostenlos. 
P8 Bulletin: European Documentation Centres ­ Depositary 
Libraries - Gaskell, E. (ed/for): Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (EN/FR) - irregular. 
FR:81-P7 
free of charge, 
P9 Bulletin of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities - 25cm: index (EN) - eleven times a year. 
DA:81-P9. DE:81-P12. FR:81-P12. GR:81-P3. IT:81-P8. 
NL:81 -P8 
ISSN 0378-3693: subscription: ECU 30,69, BFR 1250, IRL 2 1 , 
UKL 18.20, USD 35.50; Single numbers on sale. 
Ρ10 Coal: monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(DE/EN/FR)-monthly. 
DE:81 -P62. FR:81 -P14 
ISSN 0378-357X: subscription: ECU 8,84, BFR 360, IRL 6, 
UKL 5.20, USD 10.30. 
Ρ1 1 Committee Reports of the European Parliament - European 
Parliament - 30cm: (EN) - irregular. 
D A : 8 1 - P 7 1 . DE:81-P72. FR:81-P25. IT:81-P25. NL:81-P82 
subscription: ECU 41,25, BFR 1680, IRL 28.20, UKL 24.40, 
USD 48: Subscription from March 1982 to February 1983. 
Ρ12 Communauté européenne: Lettre d'information du Bureau 
de Genève - Commission des Communautés européennes - Genève 
- 30 cm: (FR) - hebdomadaire, 
gratuit. 
Ρ13 Communauté Européenne Informations - Commission des 
Communautés européennes - Paris - 31cm: (FR) - mensuel. 
ISSN 0223-3053: abonnement: Réduction de prix pour 
abonnements groupés. 
Ρ14 Community file: Current activities of the institutions of the 
European Communities summarised for the information of 
Member State Embassies in South and South­East Asia -
Commission of the European Communities - Bangkok - 30cm: (EN) 
- twice monthly. 
free of charge: Limited distribution. 
Ρ15 Comunidad europea - Dirección General de Información: 
Comisión de las Communidades europeas - Bruxelles-Brussel - 30 
cm: (ES) - mensual. 
gratuito. 
Ρ16 Comunidades Europeias: Informação - Comissão das 
Comunidades europeias - Lisboa - 30cm: (PT) - mensual, 
gratuito. 
P17 Comunità europee - Commissione delle Comunità europee -
Roma - 30 cm: (IT) - mensile, 
gratuito. 
Ρ18 Le courrier: Afrique­Caraïbes ­Pacifique ­ Communauté 
européenne - Durieux, J.: Commission des Communautés 
européennes - Bruxelles - Brussel - 30 cm: (FR) - bimestriel, 
gratuit. 
Ρ19 Crop production - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - quarterly. 
DA:81-P80. DE:81-P67. FR:81-P72. IT :81 -P71 . N U 8 1 - P 6 8 
ISSN 0378-3588: subscription: ECU 27 ,01 , BFR 1100, 
IRL 18.50, UKL 16, USD 31.50. 
P20 Debates of the European Parliament - European Parliament -
30cm: index (EN) - irregular. 
DA:81-P57. DE:81-P77. FR:81-P24. GR:81-P9. IT :81-P22. 
NL:81 -P52 
ISSN 0378-5041: subscription: ECU 49,10, BFR 2000, 
IRL 33.60, UKL 29, USD 57: Subscription from March 1982 to 
February 1983. 
P21 Documentation bulletin A - Directorate-General Personnel and 
Administration: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - irregular. 
DA:81-P19. DE:81-P21 . FR:81-P8. )T:81-P9. NL:81-P19 
ISSN 0378-441X: subscription: ECU 39,28, BFR 1600, 
IRL 26.90, UKL 23.30, USD 45.50: The subscription covers also 
series B and C. 
P22 Documentation bulletin B - Directorate-General Personnel and 
Administration: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(EN) - irregular. 
FR:81 -P9 
ISSN 0378-4428: subscription: ECU 39,28, BFR 1600, 
IRL 26.90, UKL 23.30, USD 45.50: The subscription covers also 
series A and C. 
P23 Documentation bulletin C - Directorate-General Personnel and 
Administration: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - irregular. 
DA:81-P20 . OE:81-P22. FR:81-P10. IT :81-P10. NL :81 -P20 
ISSN 0379-2250: subscription: ECU 39,28, BFR 1600, 
IRL 26.90, UKL 23.30, USD 45.50: The subscription covers also 
series A and B. 
P24 Dokumente und Publikationen - Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften - Bonn - 30 cm: (DE) - monatlich, 
kostenlos, 
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P25 EC-agricultural price indices (Output and Input) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities: Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (DE/EN/FR/IT) - half-yearly. 
DE:81-P28. FR:81-P58. IT:81-P59 
ISSN 0250-5967: subscription: ECU 17,68, BFR 720, IRL 12, 
UKL 10.50, USD 20.50. 
P26 EC Trade w i th the ACP States and the South 
Mediterranean States - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(EN/FR) -quarterly. 
FR:81 -P28 
ISSN 0379-3486: subscription: ECU 8,84, BFR 360, IRL 6, 
UKL 5.20, USD 10.30. 
P27 Échos de l'Europe - Commission des Communautés 
européennes: Bureau de presse et d'information, Luxembourg -
27cm: (FR) - mensuel. 
gratuit, 
P28 Economie and Social Committee: Bulletin - Economie and 
Social Committee - Bruxelles-Brussel - 21 cm: (EN) - monthly. 
DA:81-P68. DE-.81-P82. FR:81-P16. GR:81-P8. IT:81-P14. 
NL:81-P25 
free of charge. 
P29 EF-avisen - Kommissionen for De europæiske Fællesskaber -
København - 29 χ 40cm: (DA) - halvmånedlig, 
gratis. 
P30 EF dokumentation - Kommissionen for De europæiske 
Fællesskaber - København - 21cm: (DA) - halvmånedlig, 
gratis. 
P31 EG Magazin - Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften -
Bonn - 27cm: (DE) - monatlich. 
Abonnement 
Einzelpreise. 
P32 EIB-Information - European Investment Bank - 30 cm: (EN) -
quarterly. 
DA:81-P28. DE:81-P30. FR:81-P5. GR:81-P1. IT:81-P5. 
NL:81 -P29 
ISSN 0250-3891 : free of Charge. 
P33 Electrical energy: monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR) - monthly. 
DE:81 -P34. FR-.81 - P39 
ISSN 0378-3561: subscription: ECU 8,84, BFR 360, IRL 6, 
UKL 5.20, USD 10.30. 
P34 Energy statistics: Monthly bulletin a) Coal, b) 
Hydrocarbons, c) Electrical energy - 30cm: - monthly. 
DE:81 -P35. FR:81 - P80 
subscription: ECU 33,15, BFR 1350, IRL 22.50, UKL 19.60, 
USD 38.50: Combined subscription. 
P35 Eorascáil - Baile Átha Cliath - 30 cm: (GA) - monthly, 
free of charge. 
P36 Eur info - Commission des Communautés européennes -
Bruxelles - Brussel - 30cm: (FR) - mensuel. 
NL:81 -P37 
gratuit. 
P37 Euro-Abstracts, Section I - Euratom and EEC Research. 
Scientific and technical Publications and Patents -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: (EN) - monthly. 
ISSN 0014-2352: subscription: ECU 49,10, BFR 2000, 
IRL 33.60, UKL 29, USD 57. 
P38 Euro-Abstracts, Section II: Coal - Steel - Scherff, H.L. 
{editor): Jay, B. {editor): Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: 
index (DE/EN/FR) - monthly. 
DE:81 -P40. FR:81 - P43 
ISSN 0378-3472: subscription: ECU 49,10, BFR 2000, 
IRL 33.60, UKL 29, USD 57. 
P39 Euronet Diane News - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Mastroddi, F. {editor) - 30 cm: (EN) - quarterly. 
free of charge. 
P40 Europa - Commission of the European Communities - Bangkok -
30cm: (EN) -bi-monthly, 
free of charge. 
P41 Europa-Informationen für die Jugendpresse - Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften - Bonn - 30cm: (DE) - monatlich, 
kostenlos. 
P42 Europa van morgen - Commissie van de Europese 
Gemeenschappen - Den Haag - 30cm: (NL) - wekelijks, 
gratis. 
P43 Europe 81 - Commission of the European Communities - London 
- 27cm: (EN) -monthly, 
free of charge. 
P44 European Economy - Directorate-General Economic and 
Financial Affairs: Commission of the European Communities -
30cm: (EN) - three times a year. 
DA:81-P41. DE:81-P46. FR:81-P30. IT:81-P30. NU81-P43 
ISSN 0379-0991: subscription: ECU 19,64, BFR 800, 
IRL 13.50, UKL 11.60, USD 22.80. 
P45 European Economy: complete series of supplements -
30cm: - 25 issues. 
DA:81-P42. DE:81-P47. FR:81-P31. )T:81 - P31. NU81-P44 
subscription: ECU 23,32, BFR 950, IRL 16, UKL 13.80, USD 27. 
P46 European Economy - Supplement - Series A: Recent 
economic trends - Directorate-General Economic and Financial 
Affairs: Commission of the European Communities - 30cm: (EN) -
eleven times a year. 
DA:81-P43. DE:81-P48. FR:81-P32. IT:B1-P32. NL:81-P46 
ISSN 0379-2056: subscription: ECU 9,82, BFR 400, IRL 6.75, 
UKL 5.80, USD 11.50. 
P47 European Economy - Supplement - Series B: Economic 
prospects: Business survey results - Directorate-General 
Economic and Financial Affairs: Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (EN) - eleven times a year. 
DA:81-P44. DE:81-P49. FR:81-P33. IT:81-P33. NL:81-P46 
ISSN 0379-2110: subscription: ECU 9,82, BFR 400, IRL 6.75, 
UKL 5.80, USD 11.50. 
P48 European Economy- Supplement - Series C: Economic 
prospects: Consumer survey results - Directorate-General 
Economic and Financial Affairs: Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (EN) - three times a year. 
0A:81-P45. DE:81-P50. FR:81-P34. IT:81-P34. NL:81-P47 
ISSN 0379-217X: subscription: ECU 3,69, BFR 150, IRL 2.50, 
UKL 2.20, USD 4.20. 
P49 European Economy and supplements A B C - 30cm: - 28 
issues. 
DA:81-P46. DE:81-P51. FR:81-P35. IT:81-P35. NL:81-P48 
subscription: ECU 42,97, BFR 1750, IRL 29.40, UKL 25.50, 
USD 50. 
P50 European File - Directorate-General Spokesman's Group and 
Directorate-General for Information: Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: (EN) - twice monthly, 
DA:81-P38. DE:81-P73. FR:81-P27. IT:81-P76. NL:81-P66 
ISSN 0379-3133: free of charge. 
P51 European news - Commission of the European Communities -
Bangkok - 30cm: (EN) - weekly, 
free of charge. 
P52 European Parliament - European Parliament - 30 χ 43cm: (EN) 
- irregular. 
DA:81-P39. DE:81-P45. FR:81-P67. IT:81-P66. NL:81-P42 
free of charge. 
P53 Eurostat-news - Statistical Office of the European Communities: 
Commission of the European Communities - 23cm: (EN) - quarterly. 
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DE:81 -P54. FR:81 - P59 
ISSN 0378-4207: free of charge. 
P54 Eurostatistics: Data for short-term economic analysis -
Statistical Office of the European Communities; Commission of the 
European Communities - 30cm: (DE/EN/FR) - eleven times a year. 
DE:81 -P55. FR:81 - P50 
ISSN 0250-3921: subscription: ECU 23,32. BFR 950, IRL 16, 
UKL 13.80, USD 27. 
P55 Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe" - Commission des 
Communautés européennes - Paris - 30cm: (FR) - onze numéros par 
an. 
abonnement: Réduction de prix pour abonnements groupés. 
P56 Fisheries: Quantity and value of landings in the EC -
Statistical Office of the European Communities: Commission of the 
European Communities - 30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - quarterly. 
DA:81-P56. DE:81-P57. FR:81-P68. IT:81-P67. NU81-P78 
ISSN 0379-0029: subscription: ECU 17,68, BFR 720, IRL 12, 
UKL 10.50, USD 20.50. 
P57 Hourly earnings: Hours of work - Commission of the European 
Communities: Statistical Office of the European Communities -
30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - half-yearly. 
DA:81-P78. DE:81-P74. FR:81-P55. IT:81-P74. NL:81-P77 
ISSN 0378-3596: subscription: ECU 1 7,68, BFR 720, IRL 12, 
UKL 10.50, USD 20.50. 
P58 Hydrocarbons: monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR) - monthly. 
DE:81 -P63. FR:81 - P56 
ISSN 0378-3731: subscription: ECU 17,68, BFR 720, IRL 12, 
UKL 10.50, USD 20.50. 
P59 Industrial short-term trends - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
-30cm: (EN) - monthly. 
DE:81 -P64. FR:81 -P57 
ISSN 0378-7877: subscription: ECU 14,73, BFR 600, IRL 10, 
UKL 8.70. USD 17.10. 
P60 Information on the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities - Court of Justice of the European Communities -
30cm: (EN) - quarterly. 
DA:81-P61. DE;81-P65. FR:81-P60. IT:81-P64. NL:81-P55 
free of charge. 
P61 Informazioni - Commissione delle Comunità europee - Roma -
30 cm: (IT) - irregolare, 
gratuito. 
P62 Informazioni documenti - Commissione delle Comunità europee 
- Roma - 30 cm: (IT) - irregolare, 
gratuito. 
P63 Informazioni rassegna periodica - Commissione delle 
Comunità europee - Roma - 30 cm: (IT) - irregolare. 
gratuito. 
P64 Iron and steel: monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR/IT) - monthly. 
DE:81-P31. FR:81-P77. IT:81-P77 
ISSN 0378-7559: subscription: ECU 13,26, BFR 540, IRL 9, 
UKL 7.90, USD 15.40. 
P65 Iron and steel: quarterly and monthly bulletins - 30cm: - 16 
issues. 
DE:81-P33. FR:81-P79. 1T81 - P78 
subscription: ECU 44,20, BFR 1800, IRL 30.25, UKL 26.20, 
USD 51.50: Combined subscription. 
P66 Iron and steel: quarterly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR/IT) - quarterly. 
DE:81-P32. FR:81-P78. IT:81-P79 
ISSN 0378-7672: subscription: ECU 35,35, BFR 1440. 
IRL 24.20, UKL 20.90, USD 4 1 . 
P67 List of additions to the Library of the CEC -
Directorate-General Personnel and Administration: Commission of 
the European Communities - 30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) -
monthly. 
DA:81-P7. DE:81-P79. FR:81-P11. IT:81-P7. NL:81-P64 
ISSN 0378-3464: subscription: ECU 39,28, BFR 1600, 
IRL 26.90, UKL 23.30, USD 45.50. 
P68 List of laws and regulations adopted in the Member States 
of the Communities in application of acts adopted by the 
Communities - Council of the European Communities - 30cm: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - monthly. 
DA:81-P58. DE:81-P78. FR:81-P74. IT:81-P73. NL:81-P67 
free of charge: limited distribution. 
P69 Monthly external trade bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
- 30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - monthly. 
DA:81-P70. DE:81-P66. FR:81-P13. IT:81-P11. NL:81-P65 
ISSN 0378-3723: subscription: ECU 52,79, BFR 2150, IRL 36, 
UKL 31.30, USD 61.50. 
P70 Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices - All Institutions - 30cm: (EN) -
approximately daily. 
DA:81-P47. DE:81-P3. FR:81-P64. GR:81-P5. IT:81-P55. 
NL:81 -P71 
ISSN 0378-6986: subscription: ECU 147,30, BFR 6000, 
IRL 100, UKL 87, USD 173: Subscription comprises series L and 
C. 
P71 Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation - All Institutions - 30cm: (EN) - approximately daily. 
DA:81-P48. DE:81-P4. FR:81-P65. GR:81-P6. IT:81-P56. 
NL:81 -P72 
ISSN 0378-6978: subscription: ECU 147,30, BFR 6000, 
IRL 100, UKL 87, USD 173: Subscription comprises series L and 
C. 
P72 Pig-irons and steels: Basic prices - basic document 
situation as of 1 January and amendments - Directorate-General 
Internal Market and Industrial Affairs: Commission of the European 
Communities - 30cm: loose leaf: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) -
monthly. 
OA:81-P74. DE:81-P70. FR:81-P53. GR:81-P11. IT:81-P57. 
NL:81 -P74 
ISSN 0378-4460: subscription: ECU 184,14, BFR 7500, 
IRL 126, UKL 109, USD 214. 
P73 Points de repère: supplement à 30 jours d'Europe -
Commission des Communautés européennes - Paris - 30cm: (FR) -
mensuel. 
abonnement: Réduction de prix pour abonnements groupés. 
P74 Press Release - Commission of the European Communities -
London - 30cm: (EN) - irregular, 
free of charge. 
P75 Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice - Court of 
Justice of the European Communities - 23cm: (EN) - irregular. 
DA:81-P76. DE:81-P71. FR:81-P73. GR:81-P10. IT:81-P72. 
NL:81 -P62 
ISSN 0378-759 1 : subscription: ECU 61,39, BFR 2500, IRL 42, 
UKL 36.40, USD 71.50. 
P76 Results of the business survey carried out among 
managements in the Community - Directorate-General Economic 
and Financial Affairs: Commission of the European Communities -
30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) - monthly. 
DA:81-P75. DE:81-P37. FR:81-P75. IT:8t-P75. NL:81-P73 
ISSN 0378-4479: subscription: ECU 56,47, BFR 2300, 
IRL 38.50, UKL 33.50, USD 65.50. 
P77 Supplement to the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, series S - All Institutions - 30cm: Publication of 
notices of public works contracts and public supply contracts and 
invitations to tender of the European Development Fund (EN) -
approximately daily. 
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DA:81-P77. DE:81-P75. FR:81-P81. GR:81-P4. IT81-P80. 
NL:81 -P75 
ISSN 0378-7273: subscription: ECU 66,29, BFR 2700, IRL 45, 
UKL 39, USD 74. 
P78 Unemployment: Monthly bulletin - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities: Commission of the European Communities 
-30cm: (EN) - monthly. 
DE:81-P5. FR:81-P15. IT:81-P23 
subscription: ECU 8,84, BFR 360, IRL 6, UKL 5.20, USD 10.30. 
P79 Vocational training: Information bulletin - European Centre 
for the Development of Vocational Training: Commission of the 
European Communities - 30cm: (EN) - quarterly. 
DA:81-P54. DE:81-P10. FR:81-P54. ΓΤ:81-Ρ54. NL:81-P6 
ISSN 0378-5068: subscription: ECU 1 7,19, BFR 700, 
IRL 11.75, UKL 10.20, USD 20. 
P80 Wages and incomes - Rapid information - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities: Commission of the European 
Communities- 30cm: (EN) - irregular. 
FR:81-P76 
free of charge. 
P81 The week in Europe - Commission of the European 
Communities - London - 30cm: (EN) - weekly, 
free of charge. 
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